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Purpo
ose of Study
The City
C of Ann Arrbor retained OHM Adviso
ors to review ooptions to low
wer the floodp
plain through
the low
wer reaches of
o Allen Creekk in the vicinityy of the Depoot Street and N
North 4th Aven
nue, just west
of thee Ann Arbor Amtrak
A
station
n.
s
is being performed to determine the feasibility annd preliminaryy costs of imp
plementing
This study
hydrauulic improvem
ments and creaating pedestriaan access undeer the railroadd to a future m
multi-use
develo
opment along the Huron Riiver, and to heelp secure FE
EMA Pre-Disaaster Mitigation
n Funding.
F
Key Findings
1.. The existin
ng official (FE
EMA) floodplaain elevation inn the lower reeaches of Allen
n Creek
threatens numerous
n
hom
mes and businesses (see Figuure 1).
2.. The existin
ng Allen Creekk enclosure, a 90-year-old cooncrete arch cculvert (14-foo
ot span and
8.5-foot risse through thee project area), has a full pippe capacity off approximatelly 1,200-1,300
cfs, which is only about 50% of the offficial 1% storrm (100-year rrecurrence intterval) peak
pacity of the
flow rate of 2,395 cfs at the downstreaam end of Alllen Creek. Thhe full pipe cap
Allen Creekk enclosure is roughly equivvalent to the ppeak flow gennerated by a 500% storm (2year recurrence interval), as predicted by the City’s SWMM modeel.
3.. The interio
or condition of the Allen Crreek enclosuree, based on a M
March 2013 in
nspection by
the Washteenaw County Water
W
Resourrces Commissiioner (WCWR
RC), indicates that the
interior con
ndition of the Allen Creek enclosure
e
is geenerally favorrable, with the exception of
minor strucctural defects at joints/bulkkheads and a m
minor storm ssewer lateral p
protrusion.
Based on th
he report (included in Appeendix A), therre does not apppear to be anyy significant
hydraulic liimitation due to pipe failurees, obstructionns, or miscellaaneous debris..
4.. The 1% sto
orm (100-yearr) floodplain elevation
e
of thhe Huron Riveer is well below
w the Allen
Creek enclo
osure flood ellevations and has no impactt on the recom
mmendations in this study.

5. Increasing peak flow to the Huron River, by way of hydraulic improvements as
recommended in this study, should have a negligible impact on the Huron River peak flow
rates, as the relative watershed areas (5.5 square miles for Allen Creek versus 730 square
miles for the Huron River) vary widely and there is a very low probability of coincidental
peak flows between the two watersheds.
6. This project should help to reduce pollution potential, as the reduction in flood levels will
minimize the probability of co-mingling stormwater with vehicles. This will help to
minimize the chances of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), such as oils and fuel, reaching
the Huron River.
7. Under all proposed improvement scenarios, the total peak flow to the Huron River would
increase due to the loss of floodplain storage south of the railroad tracks. Based on the
assumed existing 1% storm peak flow of 2,395 cfs, the proposed improvements would
increase peak flows by approximately 9% (from 2,395 cfs to about 2,600 cfs). However, as
the proposed improvements will eliminate the extended period of increased flows (as the
flooded area slowly recedes under existing conditions), it could be argued that this project
will help to reduce the peak flow in the Huron River by reducing the flow rates in the receding
limb of the Allen Creek flow hydrograph.
8. The Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) tool reveals that all alternatives should have a Benefit-Cost
Ratio (BCR) above 1.0. This should provide the City with the option of applying for FEMA
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Funding, pending FEMA’s review and approval of the BCA
referenced in this document. At this time, it is not known whether the federal government
will be funding this grant program in FY2014 or subsequent years due to significant budget
changes at FEMA that have impacted the agency’s disaster mitigation grant program.
9. Based on coordination with the MDOT Office of Rail, there is concern about how these
improvements will impact pedestrian safety in the vicinity of the railroad right-of-way.
MDOT appears to be amenable to a hydraulic improvement. The project alternative that
meets MDOT’s early feedback is highlighted in this report as the Preferred Alternative.
10. Other options of safely conveying the Allen Creek floodwaters, such as increasing the size of
the Allen Creek enclosure or creating another underground (parallel) conveyance system are
not feasible, given existing land use in the area and the higher costs associated with such an
improvement.
Key Recommendations
1. Install one of the alternatives listed in Table 1 (Project Alternative Summary). Each
proposed project alternative will lower the 1% storm floodplain by approximately 6.5 feet
(from 779.5 to 773.0) and significantly reduce the potential for property damage due to
flooding. These alternatives are based on feedback received after coordination with area
property owners, three meetings with the Technical Advisory Committee, a public meeting,
and coordination with the MDOT Office of Rail on constructability issues related to
ongoing rail users’ needs. The selected improvement will result in the following approximate
flow split between the Allen Creek enclosure and the flood relief culvert:
a. Allen Creek enclosure:
b. Flood relief culvert:

1,600 cfs (62% of 1% storm peak flow)
1,000 cfs (38% of 1% storm peak flow)

Although the costs between the alternatives vary significantly, there are key differences in
total public benefit, including whether the improvement can accommodate pedestrians. The
2

City and key stakeholders will need to determine which option provides the greatest longterm benefit to the community. Based on feedback received from project stakeholders,

the Preferred Alternative is a variation on Alternative 3.

2. Apply for a FEMA Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant. All project alternatives in this study have
BCRs above 1.0. Additional effort will be required to refine the input/output in the BCA
tool in order to complete the grant application.
3. The City’s ongoing stormwater modeling effort should focus on significant improvements to
the Allen Creek InfoSWMM model, including:
a.

Add flood storage volumes to upstream areas to adequately represent flow
attenuation due to street flooding along the Allen Creek enclosure.
b. Add overland flow routes to create a “dual drainage” model in which floodwaters
are adequately modeled towards the outlet of Allen Creek.
c. Verify appropriate roughness coefficients and junction losses along the Allen Creek
enclosure. High flow velocities will make the model sensitive to these variables.
4. Given the age of the Allen Creek enclosure and its criticality as a primary flood conveyance
asset, the City should coordinate with the WCWRC to provide regular interior inspections of
the Allen Creek and make appropriate repairs so as to extend the life of this asset. This
inspection should be extended further upstream through downtown Ann Arbor. The
inspection frequency should be 3-5 years. Typical maintenance may include joint/bulkhead
mortar repair and sealing, lateral and manhole connection repairs, and removal of
obstructions. This increased level of inspection and maintenance should extend the life of
the asset and delay costly removal and replacement projects.
5. Additional funding sources (beyond the FEMA Pre-Disaster Mitigation Funding) that may
provide financial support for the capital improvement recommendations in this document
include:
a.

MDEQ SAW (Stormwater / Asset Management / Wastewater) Grants: the SAW
grants will be available with the initial grant application release around August 2013
(first round of applications due October 1, 2013). This grant could be applied to
planning and design for stormwater projects, including additional inspection costs
for upstream components of the Allen Creek enclosure, as well as design costs for
flood control projects should the FEMA grant funding be unavailable to cover this
effort.
b. MDEQ Brownfields Redevelopment Grants: Funds are targeted toward projects
that promote economic development and brownfield property reuse. Cleanup grants
may be used at properties with known contamination and specific redevelopment
proposals and where measurable economic benefits will exceed the grant amount
while cleanup loans may be provided at properties with suspected contamination
where there is economic development potential based on a planned reuse.
c. MDNR Recreational Trails Program (RTP): Provides funding for the maintenance
and development of recreational trails and related facilities. Only state and
state/local government partnership projects are eligible and a division within the
MDNR must always be the applicant. Local projects can be considered for funding
if they contribute to MDNR program goals and are located on MDNR land or
linked to a trail on MDNR land.
d. MDOT TAP: The National Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) provides
funding for construction, planning, and design of trail facilities for non-motorized
transportation. MDOT TAP is a competitive program with funding for pedestrian
3
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Table 1
Project Alternative Summary
Alternative
1

Description
Hydraulic relief without
pedestrian access. 54inch sewers with drop
structure at north edge of
201 Depot parking lot.
Discharges to twin 4’ x 8’
box culverts north of
railroad.

Cost
$2.2
million

1a

Same as Alternative 1 but
with an open channel
downstream of railroad
(in lieu of twin box
culverts).

$1.9
million

2

Hydraulic relief without
pedestrian access. 48inch sewers with at-grade
inlet south of railroad,
discharging to twin 4’ x 8’
box culverts north of
railroad.

$2.6
million

Same as Alternative 2 but
with an open channel
downstream of railroad
(in lieu of twin box
culverts).
Flood control and
pedestrian access: Culvert
Alternative. One lower
culvert for flood
conveyance, and one
higher culvert for
pedestrian access. Flood
wall prevents flood waters
from entering pedestrian
culvert.
Flood control and
pedestrian access: Trestle
Bridge Alternative. Large
opening provides room
for flood conveyance and
pedestrians. A flood wall
separates flow
component from
pedestrian access.

$2.1
million

2b

3

4

Pros
Provides flood relief at the
most remote location with the
most direct and shortest route
to Huron River.
No disruption to rail traffic
(pipes would be inserted by
jacking and boring). Same for
Alternative 1a below.
Most cost-efficient alternative,
with similar pros to
Alternative 1. Open channel
reduces cost and provides a
water quality benefit prior to
discharge to the Huron River.
Provides flood relief without a
large upstream concrete drop
structure.
No disruption to rail traffic
(pipes would be inserted by
jacking and boring). Same for
Alternative 2a below.

$3.9
million

$5.0
million

Second-most cost-efficient
alternative. Open channel
reduces cost and provides a
water quality benefit prior to
discharge to the Huron River.
Provides pedestrian access and
flood control. A more costefficient alternative than the
trestle bridge (Alternate 4
below).

Provides pedestrian access and
flood control. 2-span
structure provides a more
natural and open connection
between the north and south
sides of the railroad.

Cons
No pedestrian access. The
upstream drop structure and
downstream flow transition
structure will be large and will
require safety grating to prevent
public access.
High flow velocities in the
enclosed sewer will require energy
dissipation prior to discharge to
the Huron River.
No pedestrian access. The
upstream drop structure will be
large and will require safety
grating to prevent public access.
No pedestrian access. The
downstream flow transition
structure will be large and will
require safety grating to prevent
public access.
High flow velocities in the
enclosed sewer will require energy
dissipation prior to discharge to
the Huron River.
No pedestrian access. Same
drawbacks as Alternative 2 above.

More expensive than Alternatives
1/1a and 2/2a. Requires
construction of a shoo-fly to
route rail traffic during
construction.

Most expensive alternative. Large
structure required for bridge span
limits headroom for pedestrians
and flood wall offsets the “open”
feel provided by a 2-span bridge.
Requires construction of a shoofly to route rail traffic during
construction.
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Technical Approach – EPA SWMM Modeling
The findings and recommendations in this report are based on a modified EPA SWMM model that is
based on the City’s uncalibrated InfoSWMM model. At the time this project occurred, the calibrated
model for Allen Creek was not yet available.
In selecting the appropriate hydraulic modeling tool, OHM Advisors first reviewed the HEC-RAS
model used for the 2012 update of the FEMA Flood Insurance Study. After our review of the HECRAS model, we determined that HEC-RAS was not an appropriate tool for this project due to the
following reasons:


HEC-RAS is a surface flow model and does not account well for flow through
pressurized channels (i.e. Allen Creek enclosure)
The HEC-RAS model used for the Flood Insurance Study significantly
underestimates the flow capacity of the Allen Creek enclosure.
The cross sections representing the overland flow do not match up well to GIS
contour or LIDAR data.




In order to determine the appropriate hydrologic response (i.e. peak flow), the OHM Advisors team,
in consultation with the TAC, decided that the official FEMA published peak flow rates should be
used in calculating the impacts of proposed hydraulic improvements. As such, the following peak
flow rates were used for this project:
Table 2
Peak Flow Rates* for Allen Creek Berm Study

*

Annual Flow Exceedance
Probability
10%
2%
1%
0.2%

Peak Flow Rate (cfs)
1,686
2,142
2,395
3,428

Source: FEMA Flood Insurance Study, Washtenaw County, MI (April 2012)

The City-supplied EPA SWMM model of the Allen Creek watershed, based on the uncalibrated
InfoSWMM model, included the majority of the basic hydraulic components necessary to conduct
this study. However, the hydrologic response from the EPA SWMM model varies significantly from
the official FEMA flow rates listed in Table 2, which is largely due to the fact that the hydrologic
calibration has not yet taken place.
As the TAC agreed that the FEMA peak flows were appropriate for this analysis, the flow
hydrograph from the EPA SWMM model of Allen Creek was manually adjusted to provide the same
overall hydrograph shape, but with a peak flow matching that of the FEMA study. Figure 2
illustrates the difference between the EPA SWMM runoff response and the adjusted hydrograph to
match the FEMA peak flow rate for the 1% storm.
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Figure 2
Hydrograp
ph Modificatiion to Match
h FEMA Flow
w Rates
1% Storm (100-yyear recurren
nce interval)
The City-provided
C
EPA SWMM model was truuncated to incclude only thee hydraulic com
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within
n the project area.
a
This wass done to reduuce model com
mputation tim
me and to elimiinate model
components that haave no impactt on this studyy. To ensure tthat the truncaated model is reflective of
fl hydrograpph and hydrauulic profile of the Allen
the larrger (completee) Allen Creekk model, the flow
Creekk enclosure weere compared between the City-provided
C
EPA SWMM
M model and th
he OHMtruncaated EPA SWMM model. This
T test confi
firmed that thee two models resulted in eqquivalent
outpuut data and theerefore the truuncated modell was considerred valid for uuse in the alterrnatives
analyssis. The trunccated model scchematic is illuustrated in Figgure 3.
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Railroad Coordination
Our subconsultant, Bergmann Associates, engaged the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT), as they took ownership of the railroad through the project area in early December 2012.
As the railroad will play a key role through the design and construction phases of this project (as well
as long-term maintenance and inspection), it was necessary to involve them early to determine their
constraints for the following:





Pedestrian access and safety along and within the railroad right-of-way
Impact of floodplain reduction on the railroad, including any quantifiable economic impacts
Potential for temporary disruption of rail traffic to accommodate culvert construction
and/or future maintenance and inspection activities
Temporary track realignment (shoo-fly) to accommodate continuous rail service during
construction (if temporary disruption is not feasible)

Both the consultant team and City staff had separate conversations with MDOT Office of Rail
representatives. There are several key concerns that will impact the feasibility of the improvement
alternatives referenced in this report. The primary issues are:





Maintaining separation between area pedestrians and rail traffic, both of which are expected
to increase due to high speed rail upgrades and planned land development at the DTE Gas
site.
Pedestrian safety within the MDOT right-of-way (through an underpass as proposed in this
document) may be compromised during significant wet weather events and at night if
adequate lighting is not provided and adequately maintained. Although MDOT officials are
concerned about the liabilities associated with pedestrian safety within their right-of-way,
they are amenable to a pedestrian alternative, provided that maintenance agreements can be
worked out between MDOT and the City.
They hydraulic-only alternatives must include provisions to prevent/discourage anyone from
entering the culverts. For Options 1/1a and 2/2a, this would likely include bar grates at
ends of pipes, metal grating at concrete drop structures, and vegetative screening to keep the
areas hidden from view.

A summary of railroad issues related to this project, including summaries of direct conversations with
MDOT Office of Rail representatives, are summarized in Appendix B.
DTE Gas Property
OHM Advisors and City staff met with representatives from DTE Gas (formerly Michcon) in early
January 2013 to discuss the proposed hydraulic improvement alternatives and how it may impact
their property north of the railroad tracks (between the tracks and the Huron River). The following
key issues and concerns were raised at this meeting:




DTE Gas would prefer an enclosed drainage system through their property, as it provides
more flexibility for site planning. DTE Gas representatives were concerned how an open
channel configuration would look and whether it would create a public safety / nuisance
issue on their property.
The City may have leverage with the development characteristics on the west side of the
DTE Gas site, so there may be some flexibility on the ultimate design of the hydraulic outlet.
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It may be ideal to follow the alignment of the existing 48-inch storm sewer at the west edge
of the property, as the soil conditions in this area are better known and it would minimize
disruption to the site.
There are pockets of contaminated soil throughout the site. Any improvement related to the
railroad berm project (i.e. open channel or enclosed system) would likely require the removal
and disposal of hazardous materials.
It will be important to prevent a groundwater-surface water interface (GSI) with the
proposed hydraulic outlet. If an open channel is constructed, a cap (clay or concrete) will
likely be necessary to contain contaminated groundwater and prevent it from flowing to the
Huron River. If an enclosed pipe/culvert is constructed, anti-seep collars will be necessary
to prevent the migration of groundwater through the trench backfill to the Huron River.
Either alternative will need to consider the additional cost related to these anti-GSI
measures.
The proposed hydraulic outlet will impact the recently-installed tree mitigation bank. Any
disturbed trees will need to be replanted.

Additional Project Area Stakeholders
OHM Advisors and City staff met with Mike Martin to discuss the potential project alternatives.
This meeting was scheduled with Mr. Martin as his properties coincide with the most severe flooding
areas and the proposed solutions are all located at 201 Depot, which is owned and operated by Mr.
Martin. The summary of this meeting is included in Appendix C.
OHM Advisors and City staff met with Peter Allen to discuss pedestrian access options from his
properties west and northwest of 201 Depot. Mr. Allen expressed support for providing an access
easement through his property, provided that it did not interfere with parking or traffic flow. Two
access points were discussed: one from N. Main Street and one from Depot Street. The Depot
Street connection would require coordination with both Mike Martin and Peter Allen, as it would
cross through multiple properties. Both of the pedestrian options discussed with Mr. Allen would
likely require parking lot reconfiguration to provide adequate access and safety for pedestrians.
Figure 10 illustrates one of the alternate pedestrian connection options through Mr. Allen’s property.
Groundwater Impacts
City staff and WCWRC representatives indicated that high groundwater has been a concern in the
project area. The actual depth of groundwater has been documented through soil borings for recent
utility construction projects as well as long-term groundwater monitoring on the DTE Gas site. The
most recent and relevant report is the June 2012 Groundwater Contour Map developed for DTE
Gas by TRC Environmental Corporation. This report reveals that the predominant groundwater
elevation in the area of the proposed improvements is at or about elevation 762.0 – 762.5, which is
approximately level with the Huron River normal water surface elevation downstream of Argo Dam.
This elevation is consistent with soil boring logs reviewed by OHM Advisors.
The proposed improvements detailed in this document have a flow line elevation (under the railroad)
of about 763.5, which is above the observed groundwater elevation.
Benefit-Cost Analysis
The FEMA Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) tool, version 4.5.5.0, was used to calculate the economic
benefit of floodplain reduction for the varying hydraulic alternatives studied as part of this project.
This BCA tool is a Windows-based software tool that is used to collect data on structures within the
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existing floodplain in order to quantify expected annual losses based on the probability of flooding
levels for a wide range of events (1-year through 500-year recurrence intervals).
Key data used for the BCA tool included:







Residential properties:
o First floor elevation (surveyed as part of this project)
o Assessed value (based on County records)
o Area of first floor (based on County records)
Commercial properties:
o Replacement value of commercial facilities exposed to floodplain
o Business income estimates were not used as we did not have access to this
information
o Estimates of vehicle losses due to parking lot flooding (most applicable to 201
Depot and adjacent properties)
Critical facilities (public facilities critical for serving the needs of the public)
o Railroad and Amtrak station (cost of rail service disruption due to flooding of
tracks)
Reduction in floodplain elevations
o Relative to existing FEMA-published floodplain elevations
o Flood reductions due to each proposed alternative

Given the depths of the 10%, 2%, and 1% storm floodplains in the project area (nearly 10 feet in
some locations), the annual expected losses calculated by the BCA tool are relatively high. Given the
potential for major losses due to automobile flooding in the low-lying parking lots, the overall
economic benefit of floodplain reduction is significant.
Based on our use of the BCA tool, we calculated the following preliminary project benefits:



Annual avoided damages after mitigation:
Present value of avoided damages:

$400,416
$5.5 million (based on a 50-year life cycle)

The BCA tool has a flaw that overestimates losses for frequent storm events when the existing 10%,
2%, and 1% storm flood profiles are roughly equal, as it incorrectly extrapolates the high water
surface elevations to frequent events, such as the 50% storm (2-year recurrence interval). To
reconcile this, we manually eliminated any mitigation impact (i.e. benefit) for events less than the
10% storm (10-year recurrence interval). Although this has the impact of reducing the calculated
economic benefit, it provides a more realistic approach that will likely stand up better to FEMA
review, should the City pursue a Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant.
Given that we did not have access to all available information, such as business income and rail
income, we limited our analysis to residential property damage, automobile damage in low-lying
parking lots, and business displacement costs as defined by the default equations in the BCA Tool.
We expect that a more thorough analysis (as part of a FEMA Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant
application) would yield a more accurate economic benefit and would therefore have a slight impact
on the BCRs for each project alternative.
As all project alternatives were developed to provide the same approximate hydraulic benefit, the
mitigation benefits are the same for all alternatives. However, as the cost of each alternative varies,
the Benefit-Cost Ratios (BCRs) are different for each project. The total project cost used to calculate
the BCR is based on the initial capital investment (as summarized in Table 1) plus the discounted
maintenance costs over the 50-year life cycle. For Alternatives 1 and 2, the annual maintenance was
11

assumed to be $15,000. For Alternatives 3 and 4, the annual maintenance was assumed to be
$30,000.
Based on the economic benefit calculated by the BCA Tool, the following BCRs apply to the project
alternatives:







Alternative 1:
Alternative 1a:
Alternative 2:
Alternative 2a:
Alternative 3:
Alternative 4:

BCR = 2.41
BCR = 2.85
BCR = 2.07
BCR = 2.54
BCR = 1.33
BCR = 1.06

All of the studied alternatives result in a BCR above 1.0. However, since Alternative 4 is closer to
1.0, it is possible that additional design and analysis may yield a different and potentially less
favorable outcome for Alternative 4.
The project costs used to calculate the BCRs specifically excluded the Depot Street relief sewer
component, which would likely not be considered an integral part of a grant-eligible flood control
project.
A summary of the BCA tool output (economic benefit by parcel) is included in Appendix D.
Public Meetings
A public meeting was held on March 13, 2013 to discuss the project goals and seek feedback on.
The key purposes of the public meetings were:






Receive feedback on key local concerns with respect to flooding
Discuss this project in the context of other downtown and Allen Creek planning objectives
Review flood reduction alternatives and discuss impact on flooding severity
Discuss the need for pedestrian access under the railroad and initial MDOT response on
improvement scenarios
Review the relative costs of alternatives

At the first public meeting, the OHM Advisors project team and City staff summarized the Allen
Creek Berm project in the context of other City planning objectives in the general area and
highlighted the key objectives of this project.
Key issues brought up by public attendees included:





Pedestrian access under the railroad and future use of the DTE Gas site
Potential for future creek daylighting
Using tunneling to build pedestrian crossing (as opposed to open cut and track removal and
a temporary shoofly)
Need to establish a pedestrian link to North Main (through private property)

Comments received at the first public meeting were considered in the development of this
document. Specific responses to public comment at the first public meeting include the following:
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Tunneling techniques to construct pedestrian crossing: given the size of tunnel needed to
accommodate pedestrians, conventional pipe tunneling techniques could not be employed at
this location. Given the relatively short vertical clearance between the top of pedestrian
tunnel and track elevation, there is no tunneling option that would be more cost-effective
than the alternatives presented in this document.
Need to establish a pedestrian link to North Main: the figures illustrating the proposed
improvements include an alternative pedestrian link to North Main. The cost and feasibility
of this pedestrian access scenario should not vary much from the proposed access from the
east side of the 201 Depot site (from the Depot/5th intersection). The North Main
pedestrian connection alternative will require a pedestrian access easement.
An at-grade pedestrian crossing is not feasible: although there are other at-grade crossings of this
rail line in Ann Arbor, it is very unlikely that MDOT would approve an additional at-grade
crossing. Even if a new crossing were permitted, state law would require that an existing atgrade crossing be removed to balance the addition of a new at-grade crossing. This would
disrupt access at another key location in Ann Arbor.
The second public meeting for this project was held on December 4, 2013. This meeting was
intended to convey the recommended alternative and inform the public about the next steps towards
eventual implementation. The responses received during the meeting were primarily related to
questions about the preferred alternative and how it would impact future flood potential. In general,
those in attendance supported the alternative presented at the meeting.
The summaries from the two public meetings are included in Appendix E.
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) Meetings
Three TAC meetings were held during the project. Those in attendance included OHM Advisors,
Bergmann Associates (railroad subconsultant), WCWRC representative, and selected City staff. The
meeting dates and primary topics of discussion are summarized as follows:
TAC Meeting #1: December 19, 2012, 2:00 p.m.









Appropriate modeling methodology for hydraulic analysis
Status of FEMA Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant funding and information needs for BenefitCost Analysis
Appropriate timing for FEMA Letter of Map Revision application
Update on the status of the railroad ownership transfer from Norfolk Southern (NS) to
MDOT
Likely issues to be encountered with MDOT and key rail users (NS and Amtrak)
Status of first floor elevation survey
Environmental concerns on the DTE Gas property and need to coordinate closely with
DTE Gas representatives
Public meeting content and key project goals

TAC Meeting #2: February 19, 2013, 2:00 p.m.



Presentation of early hydraulic relief alternatives with impacts to floodplain footprint
Discussion of differences between basic flood control and flood control with pedestrian
access
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Presentation of potential rail modifications to accommodate construction
Discussion of DTE Gas concerns and site constraints
Discussion of materials to prepare for first public meeting

TAC Meeting #3: May 3, 2013, 9:30 a.m.




Discussion of the draft Technical Memorandum
Review of TAC member comments on the draft Technical Memorandum and discussion of
final steps to complete project
Discussion of assumptions used for the cost estimates and agreed to revisit some of the
costs for Alternatives 3 and 4 to better match recent City experience with bridge
construction costs

TAC meeting summaries and attendee lists are included in Appendix F.
Project Alternatives
The two primary objectives of this project are as follows:



Reduce the floodplain elevation upstream (south) of the railroad as much as practical and
reduce the potential for private property damage due to flooding.
Provide the means to connect pedestrians to the DTE Gas property, a portion of which may
be returned to public use and may serve as a key downtown destination.

In order to address the first objective (flood reduction), it was necessary to determine the overland
flow patterns and select a location (or locations) where flood waters could most efficiently be
conveyed under the railroad and to the Huron River. Based on our review of area topography and
the EPA SWMM model results, we determined that the flood waters were concentrated in the 201
Depot property. A hydraulic relief along the railroad at 201 Depot would provide the best option of
maximizing the flow potential of a flood relief structure (culvert or bridge). This location would also
minimize the distance from the railroad to the Huron River, thereby minimizing the potential for
encountering contaminated soils on the DTE Gas site.
After additional study and consultation with the TAC, it was determined that the west half of this
study area would be the most ideal for hydraulic improvements, largely due to the following criteria:




The flood waters naturally collect west of the 201 Depot office building.
This area is lower than all adjacent areas.
The flood route to the Huron River is shortened, thereby minimizing disruption to the DTE
Gas property.

All alternatives reduce the 1% storm floodplain to (or about) 773.0 (a reduction of 6.5 feet relative to
existing conditions). The alternatives considered as part of this study are described below. Planninglevel cost estimates are detailed in Appendix G.
Cost estimates for all described alternatives are listed in Table 1. Additional detail for the estimates is
included in Appendix G.
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Alternative 1: 54-inch RCP
P Culverts with Drop Structuree (No Pedestriann Access)
This alternative includes five (5) 54-in
nch diameter R
RCP culverts ((~85 feet longg) bored and
jacked und
der the railroad
d, straddling th
he existing 48 -inch diameteer relief sewer at the
northwest corner of the 201 Depot prroperty (see Fiigure 4). Thiss location is co
onsistent with
h
the area co
onfirmed by Mike
M Martin (lo
ocal property oowner) as the area receivingg the most
direct hit frrom floodwaters.
The invert elevations of the proposed
d culverts shouuld be approxiimately equal to the existingg
48-inch cullvert. This alllows the installlation of a “ddrop inlet” struucture which aallows
additional hydraulic
h
presssure (headwatter) on the cul
ulverts and minnimizes the cuulvert size.
Although fewer
f
(and largger) culverts may
m seem ideaal in this situattion, the 54-in
nch culverts
were choseen to satisfy th
he following constraints:





Ass these culvertts will likely bee bored and jaacked, it is neccessary to maxximize the
co
over above thee pipe and avo
oid unnecessarry loading from
m the railroadd bed.
Trrenchless instaallation of 54-iinch culverts pprovides moree options for installation.
Installation costts go up sharp
ply for pipe sizzes larger thann 54-inch diam
meter.
Miinimizing the culvert size reeduces the chaances of encouuntering a phyysical conflict
wiith the fiber op
ptic conduit on
o the north siide of the railrroad tracks (th
he depth of th
he
fib
ber optic cond
duit has not beeen verified).
Laarger pipes enccourage pedesstrians to use tthem for crosssing the railro
oad. 54-inch
an
nd smaller pipees discourage pedestrian acccess (althoughh the ends of tthe 54-inch
pip
pes will likely require some additional prootective gratinng to further ddiscourage
acccess).

The upstreeam end of thee culvert will be
b
surrounded
d by a concrette chamber thaat
provides th
he vertical tran
nsition from 770.0
7
to
764.0. Thee bottom of th
he chamber sh
hould be
sloped so as
a to avoid anyy standing watter and
making cleanout/mainteenance easier. The top
of the conccrete chamberr will act as a weir.
w
A
grating/covver should be installed overr the top
of the cham
mber to discouurage anyone from
entering th
he chamber, which
w
will be siix feet
deep. The grating
g
could consist of aluminum
or fiberglasss/FRP insertts that would cover
c
the
entire footp
print of the ch
hamber (see exxample photoos) while provviding an adequuate vertical
op
pening at the weir
w to accom
mmodate maxim
mum inflow. Balancing
peedestrian safetyy and hydraullic efficiency w
will be a criticaal
co
onsideration duuring the desiggn process.
Th
he expanded culvert
c
structuure (five 54-incch pipes and tthe existing 488incch pipe) will outlet
o
to a trannsition chambber north of th
he railroad
rigght-of-way wh
here the flows will be constrricted to twin 4’ x 8’ box
cuulverts. The box culverts wiill convey the flow through
h the DTE Gaas
property to the Huron River. High velocitties in the encllosed system
can be dissipated by installingg a baffle struccture at the do
ownstream en
nd
n below the
off the twin box culverts or loowering the ouutlet elevation
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normal watter level of thee Huron Riverr. The latter w
will discourage people from
m attempting tto
enter the cuulvert from th
he downstream
m end.
2001 Depot – Paarking Lot Flood Relief
or this and all subsequent allternatives, addditional measuures are propo
osed in order
Fo
to isolate the Deepot Street 366-inch storm s ewer from thee Allen Creek enclosure.
Th
his helps to eliiminate reversse flow that haas been observved near the D
Depot/4th
inttersection and
d enhances thee operational eefficiency of thhe local storm
m sewers that
im
mpact the 201 Depot
D
parkingg lot. Althouggh this improvvement is nott necessary forr
1%
% storm flood
d control, it provides a signi ficant benefit to the area fo
or a relatively
sm
mall marginal cost.
c
Th
he figures and cost estimatees for Alternattives 1-4 include a 48-inch sstorm sewer
fro
om Depot Streeet north thro
ough the 201 D
Depot properrty. This seweer, referred to
as the Depot Streeet Relief Sewer, will outlet to various locatiions (dependin
ng on the
specific alternatiive). This reliief sewer will aallow the Cityy to abandon ((plug) the
onnection betw
ween the 36-in
nch Depot Strreet storm sew
wer and Allen Creek.
co

Figure 4
Allternative 1

1
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Alternative 1a: 54-inch RCP Culverts (No Pedestrian Access) – OPEN CHANNEL
Alternate 1a is identical to Alternate 1, except for a change from enclosed to open channel
drainage from the railroad to the Huron River (see Figure 5).
The outlet for Alternative 1 can consist of an open channel or enclosed system. The key
differences between the two outlet options are listed in Table 3. Although an open channel
option is not consistent with the goals of DTE Gas (the owner of the property on which the
hydraulic outlet will be located), there is a potential to reduce project costs and enhance
stormwater quality with an open channel. With the proposed Depot Street Relief Sewer,
stormwater runoff would enter this proposed open channel during frequent (“dirty”) storm
events. Natural vegetation in the channel would allow the flow to spread to a wide cross
section and be filtered prior to discharge to the Huron River. The water quality impact
would be most pronounced for smaller storm events, primarily less than 1 inch of rainfall.
Table 3
Huron River Outlet – Open vs. Closed Channel
Outlet Option

Open Channel

Closed (Piped)
Channel

Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

30-foot bottom, 8:1
sideslopes with
naturalized surface
(wetland/meadow).
Requires compacted
clay layer to isolate
contaminated soils
beneath.

More cost-efficient than a
closed channel. Natural
vegetation and gentle slopes
prevent high flow velocities
and allow for a pedestrian
crossing (via a raised
boardwalk, similar to a
wetland boardwalk). This
option also provides a water
quality benefit by providing
filtration prior to discharge to
the Huron River.

Requires a larger area
for grading and
increases chances of
encountering
contaminated soils.
May interfere with
DTE Gas site
development plans.

Allows for more flexibility for
site planning purposes, and is
consistent with the
preferences of DTE Gas.

Significantly more
expensive than the
open channel option.
Requires additional
concrete chamber on
downstream end of
culverts. Flow
velocities are much
higher than open
channel option.

Twin 4’ x 8’ box
culvert
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Figure 5
Altternative 1a
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Alternative 2: At-Grade 48-inch RCP Culverts (No Pedestrian Access)
This alternative includes seven (7) 48-inch diameter RCP culverts (~90 feet long) bored and
jacked under the railroad at the 201 Depot property (see Figure 6). This location is south of
the locations proposed under Alternatives 1/1a.
The invert elevations of the proposed culverts under this alternative would be at existing
grade on the south side of the railroad. This allows the stormwater to enter the culverts
without the aid of a concrete drop structure as proposed in Alternatives 1/1a. The
drawback to this alternative is that there is less headwater to push flows through the culverts
and more pipes are necessary to accomplish the same hydraulic benefit. The MDOT Office
of Rail may require bar grating on the end sections to prevent anyone from entering the
pipes.
The downstream end of the seven 48-inch culverts would be set approximately 6 feet below
the upstream end. This increases the likelihood that the culverts can be constructed well
below the existing fiber optic conduit that is known to exist along the north side of the
railroad right-of-way (the depth of the fiber optic conduit has not yet been verified).
As with Alternatives 1/1a, the culverts can be bored and jacked.
The culvert structure (seven 48-inch pipes) will be fairly wide and will require a transition
chamber north of the railroad right-of-way where the flows will be constricted to twin 4’ x 8’
box culverts. The box culverts will convey the flow through the DTE Gas property to the
Huron River. High velocities in the enclosed system can be dissipated by installing a baffle
structure at the downstream end of the twin box culverts or lowering the outlet elevation
below the normal water level of the Huron River. The latter will discourage people from
attempting to enter the culvert from the downstream end.
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Figure 6
Allternative 2
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Alternative 2a:
2 At-Grade 48-inch
4
RCP Culverts
C
(No Peddestrian Access) – OPEN CH
HANNEL
Alternate 2a
2 is identical to
t Alternate 2,
2 except for a change from enclosed to o
open channel
drainage from the railroaad to the Huro
on River (see Figure 7). Thhe key differen
nces between
the two ouutlet options arre listed in Table 3.

Figure 7
Altternative 2a

2
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Alternative 3: Flood Control Culvert with Pedestrian Access
This alternative accommodates a pedestrian crossing under the railroad while preserving the
hydraulic benefits of Alternatives 1 and 2 (see Figure 8).
Although trenchless construction options (i.e. boring and jacking) may be feasible for
Alternatives 1 and 2, there are no known cost-efficient trenchless methods to install a
pipe/culvert large enough to accommodate pedestrians. Open cut methods will also require
the temporary relocation of the rail, as the rail users would not likely permit any service
disruption along this rail line.
Under this alternative, two separate culverts (each 60 feet long) would be constructed. A
lower culvert (20’ span x 6’ rise) would be used to convey floodwaters to the north side of
the railroad tracks, and a higher culvert (14’ span x 8’ rise) would be used to accommodate
pedestrians. Both culverts would be 3-sided concrete pre-cast sections set on pile-supported
footings (see Figure 8a). The upstream end of the culverts would be similar to that of
Alternative 1, as it would be necessary to construct a concrete drop structure to allow
floodwaters to flow into the lower culvert from the adjacent parking lot.
A short (~4-foot) floodwall would need to be constructed to isolate the pedestrian culvert
from the 1% storm flood depths in the parking lot at 201 Depot. This will allow the
pedestrian culvert to be isolated from the floodwaters that will favor the lower culvert. The
downstream side of the pedestrian culvert will require additional walls to isolate the
pedestrian underpass from the Huron River 1% storm floodplain.
The upstream end of the lower (flood conveyance) culvert will be surrounded by a concrete
chamber that provides the vertical transition from elevation 770.0 to 763.5. The top of the
concrete chamber will act as a weir (similar to Alternate 1). A grating/cover should be
installed over the top of the chamber to discourage anyone from entering the chamber,
which will be over six feet deep. The bottom of the chamber should be sloped so as to
avoid any standing water and making cleanout/maintenance easier.
Under this alternative, the proposed pedestrian pathway would commence at the 5th/Depot
intersection, head north to the MDOT railroad right-of-way, and then along the south edge
of the railroad right-of-way towards the proposed culvert. The sidewalk should be ramped
at 5% and would require retaining walls from the 201 Depot office building to the culvert.
North of the railroad, the pathway will ramp back to existing grade and be integrated with
the future improved site on the DTE Gas property.
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Figure 8
Alternative
A
3 – Pedestrian
n Culvert
The proposed hydraulic outlet for thiss alternative iss an open channnel, similar to
o Alternativess
1a and 2a.
The constrruction of this alternative will
wi require a shhoofly (tempoorary railroad) to
accommod
date continuouus rail traffic during
d
construuction. Givenn the geometriic requirementts
of the trackk relocation, th
he shoofly willl require the iinstallation off approximatelly 1,800 feet o
of
temporary track, includin
ng a temporarry bridge overr the existing A
Allen Creek ouutlet to
date the tempo
orary track.
accommod
A fiber opttic line exists on
o the north side
s of the raillroad right-of--way. Construuction of
Alternativee 3 will likely require
r
the relo
ocation of thee fiber optic, w
which is typicaally a
significant cost item.
nd construction costs are inccluded in the planning-leveel cost estimatee.
All anticipaated design an

2
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Figure
F
8a
Alternatiive 3 – Pedesstrian Culverrt (Cross Secttion)
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Alternative 4: Trestle Bridge Option – Flood Control with Pedestrian Access
This alternative is similar to Alternative 3, although it replaces pre-cast culverts with a 60foot long trestle bridge. This alternative accommodates a pedestrian crossing under the
railroad while preserving the hydraulic benefits of Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 (see Figure 9).
Under this alternative, a two-span bridge would be constructed. A single-span bridge was
considered, although the increased span length necessary to accommodate pedestrians and flood conveyance
would increase the depth of structural steel necessary for the bridge beams and would therefore reduce the
vertical clearance for pedestrians below the recommended 8-foot minimum. The main span would be
separated by a flood wall to isolate the pedestrian-access side of the bridge from the flood
conveyance side (see Figure 9a). The upstream end of the bridge would be similar to that of
Alternative 3, as it would be necessary to construct a concrete drop structure to allow
floodwaters to flow into the bridge opening from the adjacent parking lot and to provide a
flood wall to protect the pedestrian component from floodwaters.
As with Alternative 3, a short (~4-foot) floodwall would need to be constructed to isolate
the pedestrian side of the bridge from the 1% storm flood depths in the parking lot at 201
Depot. This will allow the pedestrians to be isolated from the floodwaters that will favor the
north side of the bridge. The downstream side of the bridge will require additional walls to
isolate the pedestrian underpass from the Huron River 1% storm floodplain.
The upstream end of the bridge will include a concrete chamber that provides the vertical
transition from elevation 770.0 to 763.5. The top of the concrete chamber will act as a weir
(similar to Alternates 1 and 3). A grating/cover should be installed over the top of the
chamber to discourage anyone from entering the chamber, which will be over six feet deep.
The bottom of the chamber should be sloped so as to avoid any standing water and making
cleanout/maintenance easier.
Under this alternative, the proposed pedestrian pathway would commence at the 5th/Depot
intersection, head north to the MDOT railroad right-of-way, and then along the south edge
of the railroad right-of-way towards the proposed culvert. The sidewalk should be ramped
at 5% and would require retaining walls from the 201 Depot office building to the bridge.
North of the railroad, the pathway will ramp back to existing grade and be integrated with
the future improved site on the DTE Gas property. The following section includes a description of
an alternate pedestrian access point from North Main.
The proposed hydraulic outlet for this alternative is an open channel, similar to Alternatives
1a, 2a, and 3.
The construction of this alternative will require a shoofly (temporary railroad) to
accommodate continuous rail traffic during construction. Given the geometric requirements
of the track relocation, the shoofly will require the installation of approximately 1,800 feet of
temporary track, including a temporary bridge over the existing Allen Creek outlet to
accommodate the temporary track.
A fiber optic line exists on the north side of the railroad right-of-way. Construction of
Alternative 4 will likely require the relocation of the fiber optic, which is typically a
significant cost item.
All anticipated design and construction costs are included in the planning-level cost estimate.
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Figure 9
Alternativee 4 – Trestle B
Bridge

Figure
F
9a
Altern
native 4 – Treestle Bridge ((Cross Sectioon)
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Pedestrian Access Alternative: North Main Street
At the first public meeting, several attendees mentioned the possibility of reviewing an
alternate connection point for the proposed pedestrian/bicycle pathway. As an option to
constructing the pathway along the north side of the 201 Depot office building (as depicted
in Figures 8 and 9), the pathway could instead connect to North Main Street across the
north edge of the 201 Depot parking lot and between existing buildings along North Main.
This alternative will require a pedestrian access easement from Peter Allen, the owner of the
properties where the access point is most practical. Figure 10 illustrates the potential
alternate pedestrian connection options.
These options were discussed with Peter Allen, and Mr. Allen was generally supportive of a
pedestrian connection through his property, provided that parking and vehicular access is
not negatively impacted.
With the North Main connection, the pathway would need to drop approximately 13 vertical
feet over a relatively short distance. This will require a combination of 8 percent slopes
(with handrails to satisfy ADA requirements) and safety landings in order to drop low
enough to get under the railroad at the proposed location. Additional expense would be
required for this alternative to accomplish the following:




Installation of retaining walls up to a height of 10 feet where the pathway reaches
the railroad right-of-way from the 201 Depot property.
Removal of old (abandoned) railroad piers and overhead steel supports to
accommodate the pathway and associated retaining walls.
Acquire easements on private property impacted by the proposed pedestrian
pathway alignments. No commitments have yet been made with respect to
potential pedestrian easements.

The Depot Street connection option would require less vertical drop, although significant
upgrades would be required within Mr. Allen’s parking areas in order to reconfigure parking
so as to better accommodate pedestrians. Furthermore, additional protection would be
required to prevent floodwaters from the 201 Depot parking lot from entering the pathway.
It may also be necessary for the City to reimburse Mr. Allen for any lost parking spaces that
may result from a reconfiguration. Mr. Allen suggested that the economic value of a single
parking space is approximately $25,000 (reflecting perpetual revenues from parking, based
on current market rates).
Planning-level estimates in this document assume the pathway will be as depicted in
Alternatives 3 and 4.
If either of the pathway alignments depicted in Figure 10 is selected, the bridge/culvert
layouts would be modified to switch the pedestrian and flood flow components to the
appropriate sides.
Although pedestrian access from both directions (east and west) would be desirable, it would
not be physically possible to allow access from both sides while isolating floodwaters from
the pedestrian passageways leading towards the upstream end of the bridge/culvert.
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Figure
F
10
Nortth Main Pedeestrian Accesss Alternativee
SWMM Modeel Calibration
n – Impact on
n Sizing/Cosst of Alternattives
InfoS
The im
mprovement alternatives
a
an
nd related costt estimates desscribed in thiss document reeflect the peakk
flow rates
r
published
d in the latest FEMA Flood
d Insurance Sttudy. Upon thhe completion
n of the
InfoSW
WMM model calibration (eexpected aroun
nd the end off 2013 or earlyy 2014), it is likkely that the
calculated peak flow
ws for Allen Creek
C
will chan
nge significanttly. Furtherm
more, updated rainfall
statisttics (NOAA Atlas
A
14) are no
ow available and
a can be useed to analyze rrunoff potenti
tial under morre
curren
nt and relevan
nt rainfall deptths (the 100-yeear 24-hour raainfall depth hhas gone up siggnificantly
since the previous modeling
m
and floodplain maapping effortss).
The design
d
of the selected alternaative will rely heavily on thee calibrated InnfoSWMM mo
odel. The finaal
sizingg of flood conttrol and pedesstrian access components shhould be baseed on updated flow rates, ass
there is a significantt potential to reduce project costs if the uupdated peak flow rates go down (as is
expected).
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Impaact of Project Alternatives on the Flood
d Profile
As preeviously stated
d, all alternativves summarizeed in this docuument will redduce the 1% sstorm flood
profilee to approxim
mately elevation
n 773 upstream
m of the railrooad berm. Allthough the 6--foot reduction
in the floodplain deepth does not eliminate the flood footprinnt in the projeect area, it hass a significant
f
acrosss the 201 Deppot parking loot and the hom
mes between
positivve impact on the depth of flooding
Depot Street and Suummit Street. Figures 11 and 12 illustratte the extents of the floodplain for
ng and propossed conditionss. Figure 13 in
ncludes a grapphical depictioon of the relatiive flood
existin
depths between thee official (FEM
MA) and proposed conditio ns.
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Figure
F
11
Existing
E
Floo
odplain (Offiicial FEMA F
Floodplain E
Elevation)

773.0

Figure
F
12
Floo
odplain After Proposed Im
mprovementss
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Figure 13
Flood Depths – Existing Official Floodplain vs. Proposed Conditions

Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative is based on Alternative 3, with minor changes to reflect specific concerns
conveyed to City staff by the MDOT Office of Rail. This alternative was selected for the following
reasons:




Alternative 3 addresses the need to provide pedestrian access under the railroad to the DTE
Gas property (only Alternatives 3 and 4 addressed this need).
Alternative 3 is less expensive than Alternative 4.
Alternative 3 (with modifications discussed below) has received positive feedback from the
MDOT Office of Rail.

Figure 14 illustrates the Preferred Alternative. The physical location of the culverts is the same as
shown in Alternative 3, although the sidewalk configuration has been changed to address MDOT
concerns about minimizing the length of sidewalk within the railroad right-of-way. This results in
the need for property/easement acquisition to establish a pedestrian link to Main Street or near the
Main/Depot intersection.
The proposed culvert/viaduct location cannot be moved further north, as doing so would shorten
the sidewalk and make it difficult to accommodate ADA-required slopes without installing
switchbacks. Furthermore, it would complicate the shoo-fly construction and potentially create a
conflict between the shoo-fly alignment and the structural supports for the Ann Arbor Railroad
bridge near the dam.
As the pedestrian/bicycle pathway needs to be protected against inundation during extreme flow
events, a flood protection wall should be constructed along the pathway and should be set to one
foot above the 1% storm headwater. Due to the topography in the project area, it would be more
ideal to construct the pathway to N. Main (N. Main connection alignment as shown in Figure 14).
Under this scenario, it would be less expensive to protect the pathway against flooding, as the west
portion of the pathway would be elevated above the floodplain elevation. The Depot Street
connection alignment is problematic, as the existing grades in this area are lower and would require
flood protection walls along the entire alignment. This would probably create a conflict with desired
parking and vehicle access needs.
Pedestrian access across the First Martin property is not shown, as it is yet unclear how the alignment
of the pedestrian path will be finalized. This will depend on design-phase negotiations with the
impacted property owners. The proposed cross section for the Preferred Alternative is depicted in
Figure 15, which is essentially a mirror image of the Alternative 3 cross section.
Figure 16 illustrates the potential shoo-fly alignments necessary to accommodate the Preferred
Alternative. The varied alignments are based on differing design speeds and will be subject to final
MDOT approval. As stated in the description of Alternatives 3 and 4, the shoo-fly would likely
require the construction of a temporary bridge near the Allen Creek outlet. This bridge could be
constructed so as to accommodate a future pedestrian crossing over the Allen Creek outlet,
immediately outside the railroad right-of-way. The cost estimate includes the consideration for the
temporary bridge, but does not include any future retrofits necessary to accommodate pedestrians
over the Allen Creek outlet.
The Preferred Alternative cost estimate is included in Appendix G. The estimate is similar to that
of Alternative 3, with additional cost items related to potential property acquisition costs (buyout of
parking spaces to accommodate pedestrian/bicycle pathway), additional costs to remove the piers for
the old (abandoned) railroad and additional right-of-way fencing to meet MDOT feedback.
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Figure
F
14
Preferrred Alternatiive

Figure
F
15
Preferrred Alternatiive – Culvertt Cross Sectioon
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Figure
F
16
Potential Sh
hoo-Fly Align
nments
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Appendix A
WCWRC Allen Creek Interior Inspection Report

WASHTENAW COUNTY WATER RESOURCES COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE
COMMISSIONER EVAN N. PRATT

Allen Creek Drain
Pipe Inspection
March 14, 2013

Inspector: William A. Castle

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Scope: Conduct an interior inspection of the lower portion of the Allen Creek Drain from the
outlet to Summit Street approximately (700 feet).
Purpose: To identify any interior deficiencies or structural flaws that impact the operation of
the drain.
Introduction: An inspection was conducted on March 14, 2013; weather conditions at the time
of inspection were sunny, with temps in the low 40’s. Flow rate and water depth were 3.0 cfs
and 2.19 feet. For referencing location and orientation of pipe connections and any defects the
inspection was sectioned into 100 foot intervals with the first station starting at #100 and a
clock position is facing upstream.
Summary: Overall the pipe is in good condition with a few minor maintenance issues.
Concrete
o Arch pipe -minor spalling in some locations; surface integrity is still
intact
o Box culvert - minor cracking evident with light spalling; surface
integrity is still intact with the exception of two locations where light
to medium spalling has occurred
Pipe joints
o Mortar is in good condition with the exception of two joints. The
mortar is cracking with minor infiltration
Pipe connections (taps)
o Are in good condition with the exception of three showing signs of
infiltration, one pipe is protruding into pipe approximately 18”
Manhole Structures
o Good condition
Sedimentation
o No sediment was observed in the system at the time of inspection

Report:
Station 100+45:

Repair with 3/8” sheet steel reinforcement (photos 1-4)

o Sheet steel is pulling away from concrete wall creating 1”-3” gap on both
upstream and downstream ends
o Section of the sheet steel missing exposing repair, medium spalling see (photo 4)

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Station 100+65 (clock position 2): Crack in wall, seam Leak (photo 5)
o Concrete deteriorating, medium spalling with infiltration.
Station 100+90: Pipe Transition (photo 6,7)
o Pipe shape changes from a 8’h x 10’w box culvert to 8.5’h x 14’w arch
o Minor cracks in grout (photo 6)
Station 200+00 (clock position 4): 12” Tap (photo 8)
o Clay, good condition
o Light flow
Station 200+82: 6”and 12” Tap (photo 9,10)
o 6” clay tap (clock position 3), good condition, (photo 9)
o No flow
o 12” clay tap (clock position 9), good condition, (photo 10)
o No flow
Station 200+95 (clock position 9): 12” Tap (photos 11,12)
o HDPE, good condition
o Poor seal around pipe, pipe is extending approximately 18” into drain
o No flow
Station 200+95 (clock position 3): Manhole #1 (photos 13,14)
o Brick, good condition
Station 200+98 (clock position 4): 18” Tap (photos 15,16)
o Clay, poor condition
o Bad seal around pipe connection
o Joint leak in first section of pipe (photo 16)

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

o Cracks in clay pipe sections of tap
o No flow
Station 300+5: Pipe joint (photo 17)
o Crack in grout
o Minor infiltration
o Light spalling
Station 300+74 (clock position 1):

6” Tap (photo 18)

o Cast iron, good condition
o No flow
Station 300+80 (clock position 2): 6” Tap (photo 19)
o PVC, good condition
o No flow
No deficiencies, structural flaws or taps were observed between stations 300+80 to 500+11.
Station 500+11 (clock position 9): Bulk head (photos 20,21)
o Good condition with minor infiltration
o Mortar skim coat is cracking and breaking away from brick around pipe
Station 500+20 (clock position 8): 36” Tap (photo 22)
o Concrete, good condition
o Minor infiltration around joint
o Light flow
Station 500+22 (clock position 4): 12” Tap (photo 23)
o Clay, good condition
o Light flow

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Station 600+20: Pipe joint (photos 24,25)
o Minor infiltration
Station 600+30: 4” Tap 2 each (photos 26,27)
o Clay, good condition (clock position 4),(photo 26)
o No flow
o Clay, good condition (clock position 9),(photo 27)
o No flow
Station 700+58 (clock position 2): 6”Tap (photo 28)
o Bulk headed, good condition
Station 700+65 (clock position 7): 12” Tap (photo 29)
o Clay, good condition
o Light flow
Station 800+20: 3” Tap, 12” Tap, Manhole # 2 (photos 30,31,32)
o 3” tap (clock position 4) (photo 30)


Clay, good condition, light flow

o 12” Tap (clock position 2) (photo 31)


Concrete, poor condition, curb inlet, no flow

o Manhole (clock position 9), (photo 32)


Brick, good condition

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 1 Station 100+45: steel reinforcement

Photo 2 Station 100+45: steel reinforcement

Photo 3 Station 100+45: steel reinforcement

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 4 Station 100+45: old repair light to medium
spalling

Photo 5 Station 100+65: crack in wall, seam leaking
light to medium spalling

Photo 6 Station 100+90: pipe transition, good
condition, minor cracking in grout

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 7 Station 100+90: pipe transition, good
condition

Photo 8 Station 200+00: 12” clay pipe, good condition

Photo 9 Station 200+82: 6” clay pipe, good condition

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 10 Station 200+82: 12” clay pipe, good
condition

Photo 11 Station 200+95: 12” HDPE pipe, good
condition protruding into drain approximately 18”, poor joint seal

Photo 12 Station 200+95: 12” HDPE pipe, good
condition

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 13 Station 200+95: manhole #1, good condition

Photo 14 Station 200+95: manhole #1

Photo 15 Station 200+98: 18” clay pipe, poor joint
seal

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 16 Station 200+98: 18” clay pipe, cracks and
offset joint

Photo 17 Station 300+5: seam leak, crack in grout

Photo 18 Station 300+74: 6”cast iron pipe, good
condition

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 19 Station 300+80: 6” PVC pipe, good condition

Photo 20 Station 500+11: bulk head, mortar skim
coat cracking, minor infiltration

Photo 21 Station 500+11: bulk head

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 22 Station 500+20: 36” concrete pipe, good
condition

Photo 23 Station 500+22: 12” clay pipe, good
condition

Photo 24 Station 600+20: joint leak

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 25 Station 600+20: joint leak, crack in grout

Photo 26 Station 600+30: 4” clay pipe, good
condition

Photo 27 Station 600+30: 4” clay pipe, good condition

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 28 Station 700+58: 6” bulk head, good
condition

Photo 29 Station 700+65: 12” clay pipe, good
condition

Photo 30 Station 800+20: 3” clay pipe, good
condition, black staining on pipe wall

Allen Creek Drain Pipe Inspection

Photo 31 Station 800+20: curb inlet, poor condition

Photo 32 Station 800+20: manhole #2, good condition

Appendix B
Railroad Issues and Key Correspondence

August 19, 2013, Ann Arbor Rail Embankment Flood Mitigation Field Meeting
Initial draft summary notes for review by meeting participants only.
Attendees:

Eli and Jerry, CAA
Shaun and Juan, MDOT

Field meeting walkabout included review of rail corridor and proximity to Argo Dam, Argo Cascades, DTE
property and potential future use, proposed Allen Creek Greenway alignment, Border‐to‐Border trail,
trespassing, relationship of RR alignment to Barracuda Building, and other means of access to proposed
drainage area.
Following walkabout the group met in the CEC Conference room and reviewed several technical report
information items including presentation boards illustrating drop in flood levels, various storm water
opening designs and two storm water and pedestrian crossing options. The following points reflect key
issues addressed during the sessions. They are not presented in priority order and are to be reviewed
by all participants to assure they fully and accurately reflect the current status of this concept prior to
public release. Initial notes prepared for review by Eli.















MDOT accepts the provision of storm water openings, the pedestrian access requires more
scrutiny as it introduces additional safety and maintenance considerations to the railroad.
Design should minimize use or reliance on MDOT right of way.
Transverse alignment is acceptable but not horizontal access along the corridor. (This is due to
the need to accommodate a two track system, with appropriate maintenance access and a
minimum of 30’ separation from any path element to the active railroad.
MDOT favors Option three, two culvert, over trestle bridge design among the pedestrian options
for the following reasons:
o Quicker installation
o Reduced costs
o Less maintenance
o Easier to inspect
o Less likely to attract graffiti
City shall install protective fencing on both sides of rail along length of project
MDOT will review and provide feedback on concept design elements.
MDOT will coordinate with AMTRAK to conduct initial review of concepts.
City will be responsible for all design and construction costs including maintenance of the
structure.
Shoo fly location requires additional consideration including optional location and design
features. If the temporary Allen Creek crossing is to remain in place as a pedestrian bridge, it will
be out of the MDOT right‐of‐way.
Any future path across the Allen Creek opening will need proper separation from RR.






There is an emerging agreement‐in‐principal the city can continue to develop the pedestrian
option concept recognizing all elements in this memo are considered.
City staff will see that the potential shoo fly alignments are added to the Tech memo being
prepared by OHM, and provide the shoo fly graphic to MDOT.
Preferred pedestrian access should be the western side with access from N. Main St.
City and MDOT need to renew lease agreement for existing path

Key Preliminary Design Issues: Railroad
Prepared by: Bergmann Associates
History of the Line
The Michigan Line was purchased by the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) in
2012 with ownership being transferred to them in early 2013. The former owner, Norfolk
Southern, still utilizes the track with approximately four freight trains per day. MDOT purchased
the line in order to upgrade and maintain the track to carry high speed passenger rail service
from Detroit to Chicago. The rail passenger service is provided by Amtrak, who operates and
maintains the track for MDOT. Amtrak currently runs six passenger trains per day. As
improvements to the line are made, reliability of service will improve and MDOT projects
increased ridership as a result. Studies are currently being completed to determine where
areas of “double tracking” may be required. There are also plans for relocating Amtrak’s Ann
Arbor train station which is located near this study area. MDOT’s Office of Rail is the permitting
agent for the line and is the primary reviewer for all new crossings over or under the line.
MDOT/Amtrak Concerns
As part of this feasibility study, MDOT and Amtrak were consulted to provide input on the
various concepts developed. MDOT’s primary concerns are public safety and protection of
railroad traffic. For options which provide pedestrian access beneath the tracks, MDOT has
expressed concern for the safety of users (high water events, poorly maintained lighting, being
obscured from view, etc.). In addition, the new crossing will need to be maintained over its life
in order to ensure train service is uninterrupted into the future.
In order to construct a new crossing within the railroad right-of-way, a permit must be obtained
from the rail owner (MDOT). New crossings are reviewed for location, need, construction
procedures, and future maintenance of the crossing and the tracks above it. If this project is
advanced into the design phase, a Preliminary Engineering (PE) agreement will be required
which would be executed between the City of Ann Arbor and Amtrak. This agreement allows for
review of documents during the design phase, coordination meetings, and construction
requirements to be incorporated into the specifications.
Once the project moves from the design phase into construction, a construction agreement will
be required between the City of Ann Arbor and MDOT which dictates the method of
construction, terms of maintenance for the crossing, and other items of coordination between
the two agencies. As part of this agreement, costs for railroad flagging and any other force
account work to be performed by the railroad owner (i.e. rail communication line relocation,
temporary track work, etc.) will also be provided.
This project must consider MDOT and Amtrak’s concerns for a new crossing which includes the
type of facility to be constructed. Due to maintenance and performance issues, MDOT prefers
to use a ballast section over any new crossing (i.e. no direct fixation of the tracks to the
structure). Furthermore, construction of a new crossing must be completed with no interruption
to rail service. Any utilities within the railroad right-of-way will need to be maintained at project

cost. Finally, if a pedestrian path is desired within the railroad right-of-way (along the tracks),
specific criteria will need to be coordinated with MDOT and Amtrak such as; offset to the tracks,
pedestrian barriers to separate them from rail traffic, and access to the right-of-way. Due to the
concerns noted above, strong justification of a new crossing is required in order for MDOT to
permit a new crossing within their right-of-way.
Geometrics
The length of the new crossing/tunnel will need to be finalized during the design phase. For this
project, it has been assumed that the structure will need to accommodate the existing track, a
future track, and a maintenance-of-way area. The depth of the structure supporting the track
must consider future maintenance of the line (tie replacement, resurfacing, drainage, etc.),
functionality of the rail roadbed, and existing utilities. For this project, it is assumed that a
minimum of three-feet will be required from the top of rail to the top of structure crossing below.
This would allow for the depth of the ties, ballast section, and subballast material.
The track is situated on a horizontal curve and the speed of train service through this area can
be tied to its radius. Because of this, consideration must be given to potential future changes by
the railroad for track geometry (i.e. flattening of the curve to allow for faster trains). The existing
Amtrak train station would typically limit speeds of passenger trains as they arrive and leave the
station; however, there are plans for relocating the train station. Further south and east of the
train station is the Broadway bridge which is the nearest area where pedestrians are permitted
to cross over the railroad tracks.
The Ann Arbor Railroad has railroad tracks which cross over the Michigan Line just northwest of
this project study area. The crossing is located near the Argo Dam which in turn is located
northwest of the Allen Creek outlet (an enclosed drainage structure).
Constructability
Options which convey both the desired flood flows and pedestrians under the existing railroad
berm include either a bridge, a large culvert, or pair of culverts. For the culvert option, a threesided arch or flat top three-sided box section can be considered for the new crossing. In order
to separate pedestrians from high water events, two culverts would be required to allow for the
width of the pathway, as well as width for the floodway. The design of the culvert can be
challenging for rail live loading with minimal cover and the use of flat top culverts may require a
lower floor elevation due to the structural thickness of the top slab that is required. If a
pedestrian pathway is not incorporated, a series of pipes can be installed under the railroad
berm to convey the flood towards the Huron River with measures in place to keep unauthorized
people from entering the culverts.
The bridge option will require a ballasted deck section and a either a three span or one span
structure can be considered. A one span option will require a longer individual span which
would result in a deeper superstructure and thus a lower pathway. Railroad bridges require
much larger elements than vehicular bridges in order to support the heavy train loads thus the
depth of superstructures can be large.

In order to construct either option described above, a temporary shoo fly (or track runaround)
can be constructed in order to allow rail traffic to continue uninterrupted while the structure is
built. A temporary shoo fly must be designed for desired train speeds (to be coordinated during
the design phase), existing constraints (Ann Arbor Railroad bridge, Allen Creek Outlet, and
Amtrak Train Station), and may require temporarily operating the railroad outside of the railroad
right-of-way. Depending on the offset provided during construction between the shoo fly and
the proposed crossing, temporary sheet piling and tiebacks may be required to hold back the
earth supporting the train live loading along the shoo fly. The challenges and costs associated
with shoo fly methods of construction are unique to each location and must be carefully
coordinated with the railroad owner and operating agency (MDOT and Amtrak).
An alternative to shoo fly construction a “roll in” or “slide in” method where the proposed bridge
is built offline and then a short duration; or series of short duration train closures, are scheduled
in which the new bridge is slid into its final position followed by completion of the track work
above. In this method, no temporary track is required as trains continue to use the existing
track until the scheduled outage, where the new crossing is built and then trains are able to use
the new facility immediately after opening. This method of construction is common in the
railroad industry where shoo fly construction is not feasible and there is a strong need for a new
crossing. For this project, MDOT and Amtrak may not permit the short term closures that would
be needed; however, funding opportunities for innovative construction techniques may be
available which are similar to FHWA’s Every Day Counts initiative.
Another method of construction to consider is a bore and jack system in which the structure is
installed beneath the tracks without open cutting the area below the railroad. This system can
be considered for the options without pedestrians which utilize a series of constant diameter
pipes. For the bridge and culvert options, boring and jacking under the live railroad tracks may
not be feasible given the size and proximity between the structure and the tracks.

Phone Memorandum
For:

Allen Creek Railroad Berm Opening Feasibility Study

Date of Meeting:

February 1, 2013 (AM)

Location:

Telephone Discussion

Attendees:

Jeremy Hedden (Bergmann Associates)
Shaun Bates (MDOT-Office of Rail)

Bergmann Associates contacted MDOT’s Office of Rail to discuss any input they may have
on the subject project and the possibility of utilizing the culvert as a pedestrian underpass.
The following is a summary of the phone conversation which was communicated to OHM
and Shaun Bates in a follow up email dated February 1, 2013.
Item
#1 superseded
Ann Arbor
with MDOT
Office
of Rail on
August
19,
1) Shaun
indicated by
thatCity
theofOffice
of Railmeeting
would resist
permitting
pedestrian
access
through
the crossing due to liability issues associated with the facility dually acting as a drainage
2013.
culvert. The duration or frequency of the flooding would not influence their decision to
take on any risk associated with injury on their (MDOT) ROW.
2) To deter access, MDOT would prefer that the following be considered for the proposed
hydraulic opening:
a. Utilize an enclosed drainage system so that the facility is not accessible.
b. Provide sloped end sections with grates to block entry into the pipes used
through the railroad berm.
c. Size the culverts so as to deter pedestrian use. Consider elliptical pipes.
3) Construction of the culverts would need to be done using jack-and-bore methods to
allow train service to continue uninterrupted during installation.
4) In order to approve a new hydraulic opening in the railroad berm, MDOT will require the
following:
a. Evidence that alternative methods of alleviating the flood conditions have been
investigated and dismissed.
b. Analysis which shows that the installation of a new hydraulic opening will not
result in adverse flooding impacts on the Huron River side of the railroad berm.
c. Analysis which shows that the flood waters from the developed side of the
railroad berm will be able to be conveyed to the river (i.e. that the river side of the
railroad berm will not already be flooded).
5) The depth of the proposed hydraulic opening would likely need to be at least 3 feet
below the top of rail to ensure that the rail subballast is not impacted by construction.
The depth of the culvert will also need to be approved by Amtrak.
6)
Shaun
indicatedbythat
introduction
of an with
at-grade
pedestrian
crossing
in this19,
area
Item #6 superseded
Citythe
of Ann
Arbor meeting
MDOT
Office of Rail
on August
2013.
would likely not be permitted.
7) MDOT would be open to reviewing options for a pedestrian path along the railroad
within their ROW, however, they would need to see any options being considered.
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Phone Memorandum
Shaun indicated that once the Amtrak station is relocated to its proposed location, there
may not be a need for a pedestrian path along the rail ROW in this area.
8) Shaun indicated that he would try to attend the TAC meetings for this project but later
confirmed he would not be able to attend the meeting scheduled for February 19, 2013.
9) We concluded the call and I thanked him for his time in reviewing this matter.
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Phone Memorandum
For:

Allen Creek Railroad Berm Opening Feasibility Study

Date of Meeting:

March 6, 2013 (AM)

Location:

Telephone Discussion

Attendees:

Jeremy Hedden (Bergmann Associates)
Shaun Bates (MDOT-Office of Rail)

Bergmann Associates contacted MDOT’s Office of Rail to discuss further input they may
have on the subject project and the possibility of utilizing the culvert as a pedestrian
underpass which is separated from the flood waters anticipated. This conversation was in
follow up to the discussion originally held on February 1, 2013. The following is a summary
of the phone conversation which was communicated to OHM and Shaun Bates in a follow
up email dated March 11, 2013.
1) I informed Shaun that the City of Ann Arbor is interested in providing pedestrian access
under the tracks st ill and have c ome up with additional options to consi der. These
include a separate culvert for pedestrians which is kept ‘ in the dry’ as well as a three
span trestle option with an impervious divider wall to keep the walkway dry.
2)
Shaun
indicated
Off ice
of meeting
Rail would
permit
anofundergrade
pedestrian
Item #2 superseded
bythat
Citythe
of Ann
Arbor
with not
MDOT
Office
Rail on August
19, 2013.
structure regardless of how the flood w aters are hand led. Pedestr ians under the ra il
would still result in safety concerns for tunnels, maintenance (lighting, structure itself,
etc.), and future repair costs.
3) Shaun noted that they would review any p lans for a n overhead pedestrian crossing,
however, this would likely be separate from this project.
4) Shaun reiterated from our previous discussions that MDOT will require justification of
the hydraulic opening at the s ite recommended (see previous memo 2/1/13). Shaun
added that the location of the new hydra ulic opening (if required) should be l ocated at
an existing crossing, if possible. If a crossing is introduced away from any existing there
will need to be justification for why the proposed location is needed.
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Appendix C
Meeting Summary – Mike Martin

M
Meeting Summary
A
Allen Cre
eek Berm
m Study – Meetin
ng with M
Mike Marrtin
M
March 1, 2013, 9:00 a.m.
th
C
City Hall – 4 Floor Conference Room
R
A
Attendees: Mike Martin, Jerry Ha
ancock, Troy Bau
ughman, Eli Coop
per, Greg Kacvin
nsky

K
Key Discussiion Topics

This docuument summarrizes the key isssues discusseed at this propperty owner cooordination m
meeting with M
Mike
Martin.
1. Greg
G Kacvinskky described th
he work OHM
M has done to identify floodding extents an
nd flood patteerns.
Mike
M Martin saaid he was welll aware of thee flood patternns, given his hhistory of obseerving flooding in
an
nd around his properties.
2. Greg
G described
d the alternativves discussed at
a the TAC M
Meeting #2, inccluding the hyydraulic (no
peedestrian) opttion, as well ass the pedestriaan options. Foor the pedestrrian options, itt is recommen
nded
th
hat one of two
o alternatives be
b selected:
a. 2-cell culvert:
c
one lo
ower culvert fo
or flood conveeyance and onne higher culvvert for pedesttrians.
The hiigher culvert would
w
be proteected by floodd walls at the uupstream and downstream sides
to prevvent headwateer or tailwater from enteringg the pedestriaan viaduct.
b. Trestlee bridge: a 3-sp
pan trestle wo
ould provide a more “open”” feel and wouuld accommoddate
both fllood conveyan
nce and pedesstrian access. A flood wall w
would still be required to
separatte the pedestriian componen
nt and prevennt headwater/ttailwater from
m entering the
pathwaay area. The depth
d
of struccture for the trrestle may be a problem (it would limit
headro
oom for the peedestrians), so
o this alternativve is still beinng vetted.
3. Mike
M Martin saaid that the best location forr a flood contrrol structure iis at the north end of the 2001
Depot
D
parking lot (where thee Option 1 spillway/culvertts is located). Mike questioned whether tthe
lo
ocation of the pedestrian op
ptions was app
propriate, as hhe said the norrth side of thee parking lot iss
lo
ower. Greg Kacvinsky
K
and Jerry
J
Hancockk pointed outt that the conttours indicate that both locaations
arre at an elevatiion of 770 and
d both locatio
ons would worrk equally welll for a flood ccontrol structuure.
4. Mike
M Martin made
m
it clear th
hat he is more worried abouut the frequentt (i.e. 1-year, 22-year, 5-year)
sttorm events th
hat cause flood
ding on his paarking lot and threaten to damage automobiles. Greg
Kacvinsky
K
said that OHM’s key objective was to lower the 100-year ffloodplain as m
much as practtical,
buut that any reccommended im
mprovement could consideer the potentiaal to further reeduce floodingg
po
otential on 2001 Depot for more
m
frequentt storms.
5. Mike
M Martin suuggested that the
t pedestrian
n crossing be loocated immeddiately north o
of the Depot / 5th
in
ntersection. Greg
G Kacvinskky said that thiis may pose prroblems with the required rrailroad shoo-fly
which
w
would neeed to be exteended east, po
otentially confl
flicting with thhe Broadway A
Avenue bridgee.
Additionally,
A
th
his area is high
her in elevation
n and would rrequire significcant ramping to meet ADA
A
reequirements.
6. Greg
G Kacvinskky said that thee proposed flo
ood control allternatives couuld include som
me modificatiions
to
o the parking lot
l at 201 Dep
pot to accomm
modate better drainage intoo the primary sstorm outlet. This
will
w help to red
duce the chancces of standingg water withinn the parking llot for more ffrequent storm
m
evvents.

7. Mike
M Martin discussed the po
otential for a check
c
valve onn the 36-inch Depot Streett storm sewer.
Mike
M said it wo
ould prevent reeverse flow from Allen Creeek towards 2001 Depot. Grreg Kacvinskyy said
it may help for smaller storm
m events, but it would not pprevent major flooding for llarger storms.
Greg
G recommeended that the Depot Streett storm sewer be redirected north into the 201 Depot ssite
an
nd to the flood control struucture proposeed as part of thhis study. Thhis will help to isolate 201 D
Depot
frrom the immeediate hydrauliic impacts of Allen
A
Creek annd will providde a better outtlet for the Deepot
Sttreet storm sew
wer.
ACTION ITEMS:
1. OHM
O
will coorrdinate with Jeeremy Hedden
n (Bergmann A
Associates) too contact the M
MDOT Rail O
Office
to
o discuss the newer
n
pedestriian options, in
ncluding our ggoal to isolate floodwaters ffrom the pedeestrian
crrossing. Ideallly, this coordiination will occcur before thee first public m
meeting.
2. As
A part of the improvement
i
alternatives discussed
d
in thhe Allen Creekk Berm techniccal memoranddum,
OHM
O
will provvide guidance and cost estim
mates to enhannce the parkinng lot drainagee at 201 Depo
ot to
fuurther reduce flood potentiaal during moree frequent stoorm events.
3. OHM
O
will provvide a detail an
nd cost for a trestle
t
bridge ooption.
4. OHM/Bergma
O
ann will look at
a the feasibilitty of a pedestrrian viaduct near the Depott/5th intersectiion.
The
T Broadway Avenue bridgge supports may pose a connflict with a shhoo-fly to acco
ommodate thiis
co
onstruction.

Appendix D
Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) Tool – Summary Table

Example Based on Alternative 1a

Address
105 E. Summit Street
106 Depot Street
109 E. Summit Street
110 E. Summit Street
112 E. Summit Street
113 E. Summit Street
114 Depot Street
116 E. Summit Street
117 E. Summit Street
120 Depot Street
120 E. Summit Street
121 E. Summit Street
124 E. Summit Street
126 Depot Street
126 E. Summit Street
127 E. Summit Street
735 N Main Street
809 N. Fourth Avenue
115 Depot Street***
201 Depot Street***
304 Depot Street (Lumber yard)
304 Depot Street (Store)
304 Depot Street (Tavern)
721 N. Main Street
730 N Main Street
906 N. Main Street
907 N. Main Street
***
912 N. Main Street
918 N. Main Street
924 N. Main Street
800 N. Main Street
Totals
*
**
***

FEMA BCA Tool
Summary of Benefits and Costs by Parcel
Present Value of
*
**
Mitigation Benefits
Mitigation Costs
$138,538
$67,970
$57,716
$67,970
$187,436
$67,970
$68,566
$67,970
$125,366
$67,970
$122,817
$67,970
$305,081
$67,970
$40,230
$67,970
$282,678
$67,970
$141,001
$67,970
$261,629
$67,970
$251,715
$67,970
$202,788
$67,970
$90,477
$67,970
$210,137
$67,970
$151,438
$67,970
$53,097
$67,970
$138,324
$67,970
$126,450
$67,970
$768,835
$67,970
$169,322
$67,970
$141,867
$67,970
$89,984
$67,970
$98,001
$67,970
$129,597
$67,970
$59,874
$67,970
$125,894
$67,970
$916,041
$67,970
$48,227
$67,970
$13,529
$67,970
$9,086
$67,970
$5,525,741
$2,107,070

Parcel BCR
2.04
0.85
2.76
1.01
1.84
1.81
4.49
0.59
4.16
2.07
3.85
3.70
2.98
1.33
3.09
2.23
0.78
2.04
1.86
11.31
2.35
2.09
1.32
1.44
1.91
0.88
1.85
13.48
0.71
0.20
0.13
2.62

Present value calculated over 50‐year period at 7% discount rate (per FEMA Benefit‐Cost guidance)
Total project cost of $1.9 million + $0.207 million maintenance discounted over 50‐year period spread evenly over all parcels
Includes benefit of reduced automobile damages (reduced frequency of parking lot flooding)

Properties within or adjacent to FEMA Floodplain
Allen Creek Berm Feasibility Study

Address
105
109
110
112
113
116
117
120
121
124
126
127

First Floor Elevation
(as Surveyed)
773.27
773.61
777.40
775.29
774.83
775.28
774.38
775.68
774.49
775.72
775.75
774.63

Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street
East Summit Street

111
113

Not Surveyed
Not Surveyed

West Summit Street
West Summit Street

625
717
721
724
730
735
803
805
807
811
906
907
912
918
920
924
940

Not Surveyed
Not Surveyed
778.35
Not Surveyed
775.09
778.25
781.98
777.39
782.00
784.01
776.13
778.85
771.41
778.66
778.59
779.56
782.45

North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street
North Main Street

106
110
114
115
120
126
201
229

774.18
775.04
773.51
771.24
774.01
775.03
770.95
774.68

Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street

Properties within or adjacent to FEMA Floodplain
Allen Creek Berm Feasibility Study

Address
304
310
325
425
717
719
809

First Floor Elevation
(as Surveyed)
776.39
779.03
777.51
777.02

Street
Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street
Depot Street

Not surveyed
North Fourth Street
Not surveyed
North Fourth Street
773.83
North Fourth Street
Wheeler Park

Appendix E
Public Meeting Summaries

Allen Creek Berm Opening Feasibility Study
3/13/13 Public Meeting Notes

Q&A


Q: If a second track was put in, would construction be able to take place simultaneously?
A: The railroad has a concern with construction too close to a live track.



Q: Has daylighting the creek been considered?
A: Daylighting is a future goal, but is not a part of this project and it would represent a very large
capital investment. This project focuses on lowering the floodplain in the area.



Citizen Comment: Consider bringing path up by Fuller and Maiden Lane. Look at the project in
a larger view, not just this area.



Q: Why is MDOT not keen on pedestrian access? There needs to be a way to cross the railroad
tracks safely.
A: MDOT has liability and pedestrian safety concerns. Also, MDOT has concerns about who will
assume the long‐term maintenance of lighting and other safety features.



Q: The location shown in Alternative 1 seems to be the best location for this project. Why are
the other alternatives located elsewhere?
A: The location in Alternative 1 would require a longer extension of the sidewalk in order to
accommodate pedestrian access. In order to build the shoofly (temporary track relocation)
needed to construct a pedestrian crossing in the location of Alternative 1, the shoofly alignment
would conflict with the bridge pier for the Ann Arbor railroad, which is just north of the project
area. A temporary bridge would need to be built for the temporary railroad track, which would
increase costs.




Q: Questions about the sidewalk behind the pineapple building
Q: Why not do a large enough jack and bore instead of a shoofly?
A: The tunnels would be very large, and would require specialized and expensive construction
techniques. Additionally, the diameter required to perform the tunneling would likely interfere
with the ballast and tracks.
o Citizen Comment: They did this at Leslie Park Golf Course
Response: Yes, however this was smaller than we would need to fit our current
alternatives and there was an abundance of vertical clearance between the top of
tunnel and the railroad tracks.



Q: Who would own the facility once built?
A: Ownership is case‐by‐case. Typically, the railroad permits the building of the facility. The City
would likely negotiate ownership and liability with the railroad.



Citizen Comment: I see this project as a mutual benefit. Reducing the water flowing over the
tracks is some responsibility of the railroad.
Response: Yes, we agree that this would be a benefit to the railroad. We will include this in our
final report, however we cannot guarantee what their response will be.



Q: There needs to be a way to safely cross the railroad. What does the railroad offer for
solutions?
A: MDOT has recently taken ownership of the rail and may not fully understand the need for
such a project, as pedestrian access is typically a local need. MDOT did mention that they would
look at a pedestrian overpass option.



Q: How confident are you that there are not contaminated soils outside of the blue area on the
map?
A: We are not confident on this. We do not know the exact extents of the contamination. Soil
testing would need to be done. Any future project would need to accommodate the handling
and disposal of contaminated soils, including design provisions to prevent an interaction
between contaminated groundwater and the Huron River.



Q: Couldn’t you split the size of the culvert into two culverts that can be jack and bored without
the specialized equipment?
A: With the ASHTO standards, even a single directional culvert would be too large to jack and
bore with standard equipment and would not meet minimum vertical clearance requirements to
the track bed.



Q: I would suggest a hybrid approach – have the water component in one place, and the
pedestrian in another. Why do they have to be next to each other?
A: They do not have to be next each other; however that is what we are studying with this
project. Also, the railroad would likely like to minimize areas with crossings. Separating the
projects could be an option, but the advantages may be tough to sell.



Q: Couldn’t a 7’ clearance be used for this project, and use jack and bore technique?
A: We are looking for a shared‐use non‐motorized path. ASHTO minimum clearance is 8’. We
need an 8’ minimum to be eligible for state and federal dollars.



Q: What is the life expectancy for the Allen Creek enclosure?
A: We do not know for sure. The enclosure is in fairly good condition based on WCWRC
inspection. The report will recommend a more frequent maintenance/inspection schedule to
extend the life of this asset.



Q: Is the open channel option in Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 a water quality issue?
A: An open channel could provide a water quality benefit by filtering/removing some pollutants
prior to entering the Huron River.



Citizen Comment: Vision of 721 N Main, path across Summit, Main, Depot. There needs to be a
pedestrian underpass along the rail at some point. The City should do whatever it takes to get
an underpass. Such an underpass should have a unique character and should be inviting to local
pedestrians.



Q: Why not just have one culvert for people and floodwater and people just will not be able to
go through during heavy rains?
A: The railroad did not like this idea. The railroad does not want to comingle floodwaters and
pedestrians.



Citizen Comment: The railroad will cooperate. They would much rather have the people in a
culvert or bridge than walking over their tracks.



Q: Why not a tunnel with a grated floor so that water will fill up in the culvert a few feet below
where people would be traveling?
A: There is the same concern with mixing water and pedestrians, and the culvert would fill with
water during larger storm events anyway, creating a public safety concern.



Q: Is there a timeline/goal for this project?
A: There is not a schedule for the construction of something. This is the study portion of the
project. A timeline could also depend on FEMA funding availability.



Q: Question about the pilings – how/why were these chosen?
A: Since this is a study of feasibility, soil borings were not taken in the exact location of the
proposed bridge. Piles are usually used for the types of foundations recommended for this
project.
o The City has shared existing soil borings near the proposed structures. These borings
show high groundwater and the presence of soils that would likely require structural
pilings.



Q: Are there examples of pedestrian rail underpasses in Michigan?
A: Not a lot. Greg Kacvinsky (OHM Advisors) has experience working on a project in Urbana,
Illinois that combined water and pedestrians through a box culvert. The culvert was designed to
occasionally convey water, and appropriate safety measures were designed to accommodate
this. The rail was not frequently used and was owned by Norfolk Southern.



Q: In an alternative with separate culverts for people and water, what would keep people out of
the culvert for water?
A: MDOT shared this concern also. There would be signage installed to warn people of the
potential for floodwaters. Additional measures, such as steel grating, can be installed to prevent
pedestrians from entering the wrong structure.



Citizen Comment: It is better to have a more open space with water than with one with grates
and such to keep people out. It is important to have avenues for escape.



Citizen Comment: It is important to have a path where people will travel. People will come
from the Main Street side.
Response: The area we are looking at would be a preferred route and we believe people would
want to use this route to reach areas such as the Argo Cascades.

Allen Creek Berm Opening Feasibility Study
12/04/13 Final Public Meeting Feedback
Feedback Form:
RESULTS OF THE ALLEN CREEK RAILROAD BERM FEASIBILITY STUDY
Is there any additional feedback that you would like to share related to the results of the Allen Creek
Railroad Berm Feasibility Study?


Very through & well presented. Go for it!



Preferred alternative #3 ($4.3 M) is GREAT + everyone is benefited!



The economic gains from this approach both in flood control and the value of pedestrian access
to the border to border trails (east and west) will be enormous. The North Main Task Force was
fully behind this direction. Both flooding and transportation funds will be available. – Ray Detter



Need flood reduction, ped + bike access, cost saving due to (increased) property values, reduced
car flooding, Climate change is now, we need to plan. Greenway use demand access to river.
DTE pollution is very high, need clean up. This is what the City is here for to help those who
can’t do alone. – vpc@acwg.org



I think if flood mitigation efforts are to be attempted in this area they should be handled by
those private interests benefitting from the project. Why not fund this effort by setting up a
special tax assessment district of people who live and work in the floodplain.
City Response: The benefit from a reduced or lowered floodplain would go far beyond
the private property in the project area. Depot Street currently floods on a regular basis
causing very unsafe conditions as people try to drive through the flood waters. Depot
Street is a primary route to and from the University of Michigan Hospital (the largest
employer in the City). The Ann Arbor Police routinely have to monitor this area during
heavy rain events. Flooding on Main Street, Summit Street and Forth Avenue would
also be reduced if the berm opening project were built.
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Decembeer 19, 2012
Allen Creeek Railroad
d Berm Openning Feasibility Study
Gregory P. Kacvinsk
ky, Orchard, Hiltz & McC
Climent, Incc.
See attached attendan
nce list

Key Disccussion Top
pics


The
T existing SWMM
S
hyd
drologic/hyd
draulic mode l is currentlyy undergoingg revisions bby
CDM
C
to inclu
ude the impaacts of overlaand (flood) rrouting. Thiis will have a significantt
im
mpact on peaak flow ratess. This work
k will not bee completed before the A
Allen Creek
Railroad
R
Berm
m study is wrapped
w
up. Therefore, tthe appropriaate flow ratees to use for the
ev
valuation off flood reduction techniqu
ues are thosee flow rates listed in thee 2012 FEMA
A
Flood Insuran
nce Study fo
or Washtenaw
w County.



Amy
A
Kuras said that there was a feasibility studyy that review
wed bridge annd culvert
op
ptions in thee vicinity of this project. This reportt should be ssubmitted for the team too
reeview.



Dennis
D
Wojciik will look into the poteential for an interior insppection of thhe Allen Creeek.
This
T would reequire a horiizontal confiined space enntry. Greg K
Kacvinsky said that OHM
M
sttaff have thee trained perssonnel to con
nduct the insspection, althhough this w
work is not inn the
cu
urrent projecct scope.



Greg
G
Kacvinssky said thatt some inform
mation will bbe needed frrom the Cityy to completee the
Benefit-Cost
B
Analysis (BCA). Inform
mation will iinclude replaacement valuue for City
sttructures in Wheeler
W
Parrk, as well ass Net Incomee from area bbusinesses. Given the
seensitivity of the Net Inco
ome informaation for privvate businessses, this infoormation shoould
be retrieved by
b City stafff and conveyed to OHM. [OHM notee: as an alteernative to
prroviding exa
act income figures,
f
busiinesses coulld provide th
he City with an approxim
mate
fiigure or a ra
ange of inco
ome during the
t last 3-5 yyears]



Greg
G
Kacvinssky discusseed FEMA Pree-Disaster M
Mitigation Grrant (PDM G
Grant) fundinng.
Our
O early disccussions witth FEMA staaff in Chicaggo (FEMA R
Region 5) havve revealed that
th
he City of An
nn Arbor sho
ould be ablee to use the eexisting officcial floodplaain elevations for
Allen
A
Creek to
t determinee existing con
nditions, eveen if there iss some doubtt as to the
acccuracy of th
he floodplain
n elevations. Additionallly, FEMA sstaff indicateed that there are
no funds in th
he current fisscal year to cover
c
PDM Grant projeccts. Future ffunding will
hinge on wheether pending
g cuts to gov
vernment proograms will impact the P
PDM Grant
prrogram.



Although a Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) will likely be a recommendation of this
study, the City should go through the BCA and PDM Grant application process first, as
the current “official” floodplain elevations will give the City a better chance of achieving
a Benefit-Cost ratio above 1.0.



Jeremy Hedden (Bergmann) provided an update on the status of the railroad. Although
the transfer of the railroad right-of-way from Norfolk Southern (NS) to MDOT has
already occurred, it will likely be at least a month (or more) until the dust settles and we
are able to determine which parties will have interest/leverage over rail operations and
how that will impact our recommendations. MDOT will formally assume operational
control of the railroad in mid-February 2013.



Although MDOT will likely have the leverage with respect to the construction methods
and timing, the other users (NS and Amtrak) will have specific needs that may limit (or
prevent) any temporary closure of the tracks to accommodate the construction of a
bridge/culvert.



Any future negotiations with MDOT should consider the fact that the City has close
political relationships with MDOT rail representatives.



When negotiating options with MDOT and their rail users, the project team will need to
use the flood control aspects of this project as a key benefit to the railroad. Reducing the
floodplain elevation will effectively take the tracks out of the floodplain and will reduce
the probability of disruption to service.



All survey will be conducted outside of the railroad right-of-way. The survey scope
includes only measurements of the first floor elevations for the purpose of the BCA. The
City will handle public notifications prior to the survey. The survey will likely be
conducted during the week of January 7 or January 14 and will take 1-2 days. OHM will
inform City staff prior to commencing the survey effort.



There are likely contaminated areas on the west side of the Michcon/DTE site. OHM and
the City need to meet with Michcon/DTE to discuss their environmental report and
determine whether there is a possibility of building an outlet channel (north of the tracks)
without impacting any contaminated areas.



The first public meeting (late January / early February) will be used to inform the public
about the goals of this project and discuss early options. It will be made clear that the
first and primary goal is to control flooding. The secondary goal is to provide pedestrian
access to the north side of the railroad tracks. A key question to answer as part of this
process is “How important will it be to provide a pedestrian link across/under the
railroad?”



At the first public meeting, Jerry Hancock will provide a context to other ongoing City
projects, including the North Main Street Vision, Allen Creek Greenway, and the
proposed Greenway Park at 721 N. Main.

ACTION ITEMS


Matt Naud will set up a meeting with Michcon and OHM. [This meeting has already
been scheduled for January 9, 2013]



Lesley Rivera will review potential dates for the first public meeting during the final
week of January and first week of February and establish a final date/time for the public
meeting.



Dennis Wojcik will determine whether the Allen Creek drain maintenance budget can
accommodate an internal inspection of the lower 1,000 feet (+/-) of the Allen Creek
enclosure, from its outlet to Huron River upstream through the project area.
Additionally, the project team needs to verify who will conduct the internal inspection.



Jerry Hancock and Mike Nearing will meet to discuss any specific survey needs prior to
the field survey effort (this should be done by January 7, 2013).



Jeremy Hedden will check with MDOT on their site plan for a rail yard on the
Michcon/DTE site. The site plan may contain good information to supplement the field
survey.



OHM will provide the City with a formal information request for property/business data
within the project area to be used for the BCA.



OHM will coordinate with the City prior to the first public meeting to discuss appropriate
presentation materials.
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Greg Kacvinsky su
ummarized the
e efforts made by the proje
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TAC
meetings. Greg as
sked the grou
up whether an
ny property ow
wners or othe
er stakeholderrs have broug
ght up
any is
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ssues about th
he project. Mike
M
Martin ha
as been the m
most vocal pro
operty owner to date, and h
been coordinating with the City on some sho
ort-term solutio
ons for the arrea, such as installing a ch
heck
valve on the 36-inc
ch Depot Stre
eet storm sew
wer.



N
Main – Huron
H
River Corridor
C
Visio
on Task Force
e will likely ha
ave interest in this project a
and
The North
should be involved
d in future pub
blic coordination.



s Wojcik abou
ut inspecting the Allen Cre
eek enclosure
e. Dennis said
d that OHM ccan
Greg asked Dennis
osal to perform
m an inspectio
on, provided tthat it falls be
elow the $5,00
00 threshold ffor
submit a fee propo
t
OHM would get a fee proposal ove
er to Dennis. City staff
directt procurementt. Greg said that
reque
ested that the inspection be
e performed from
f
the outle
et upstream to
o the Summit / N. Main
intersection (aboutt 700 lineal feet).



marized the modeling effortt and explaine
ed how the prroject team crreated a trunccated
Muratt Ulasir summ
mode
el for the Allen
n Creek Berm
m alternative analysis.
a
Mike
e Nearing askked why the p
project team d
didn’t
attem
mpt to calibrate
e the model to
o better repre
esent current ssystem condiitions. Greg K
Kacvinsky said
that model
m
calibrattion was not part
p of the sco
ope of this stu
udy, although the Allen Cre
eek model willl be
calibrated under CDM’s ongoing
g contract for the storm se
ewer system m
modeling.



mmendations for the CDM team to use in their Allen Creek InfoSW
WMM
Greg summarized a list of recom
el calibration. These recom
mmendations include addin
ng overland flow paths to a
account for a dual
mode
draina
age system. This will bette
er represent actual
a
flows a
and flood pote
ential along th
he Allen Creek
corridor.



e proposed hydraulic soluttions and sho
owed the grou
up two separa
ate schematiccs.
Greg discussed the
o
will he
elp reduce the 100-year flo
oodplain from
m 779.5 to abo
out 773. The first option w
will
Both options
consis
st of multiple 54-inch diam
meter pipes an
nd will not acccommodate pedestrians. T
The second o
option
will co
onsist of a pre
e-cast culvert section large
e enough to a
accommodate
e pedestrians and bicyclistss.
Greg also explaine
ed that the pre
eferred outlet would consisst of a wide open channel between the
railroa
ad and the Hu
uron River. Although
A
DTE Gas would p
prefer an enclosed pipe/culvert, Greg sa
aid
that an
a enclosure would
w
be costt-prohibitive. An open cha
annel option ccan be naturalized with nattive
grasses and can accommodate pedestrians using a board
dwalk across the channel.



p
co
ost estimate fo
or the first opttion (54-inch cculverts) is ap
pproximately $1.7-$1.8 milllion.
The preliminary



Greg discussed an
n alternative to
o a proposed check valve on the Depott Street storm
m sewer. A be
etter
option
n would consist of diverting
g the 36-inch Depot Street storm sewerr north through the 201 Depot
parkin
ng lot to the proposed
p
culv
vert structure. This would ssolve two problems: First, it would preve
ent
any backflow (reve
erse flow) from
m the Allen Creek enclosurre towards 20
01 Depot. Se
econd, the new
w
outlett would provid
de more hydra
aulic capacity
y and would re
educe roadwa
ay and parkin
ng lot flooding
g
during
g moderate (i.e. 1-inch to 2-inch)
2
rainfall events.



ults of the Benefit Cost Ana
alysis (BCA) Tool. Based on the inform
mation
Greg summarized the early resu
ool, the mitiga
ation benefits from the prop
posed hydrau
ulic improvem
ments would
fed into the BCA to
oach $3.5-$4.0 million. The
e Benefit-Cos
st Ratio (BCR
R) for the first option (54-incch culverts) w
would
appro
be ap
pproximately 2.0,
2 which sho
ould justify an
n application ffor a FEMA P
Pre-Disaster M
Mitigation Gra
ant.



my Hedden su
ummarized the conversatio
on with MDOT
T Rail Office sstaff (Shaun B
Bates) about a
Jerem
new culvert
c
under the railroad. A meeting su
ummary was h
handed out to
o the TAC attendees. In
summ
mary, MDOT indicated that they would re
esist permittin
ng any pedesstrian crossing
g under the
railroa
ad due to risk
k issues relatin
ng to culvert inundation
i
du
uring wet wea
ather events. Eli Cooper sttated
that his conversatio
on with MDOT
T staff about this issue we
ent nowhere a
and it appearss that MDOT is
stickin
ng with Shaun
n Bates’ initia
al feedback. MDOT
M
would permit boring
g and jacking culverts unde
er the
railroa
ad, provided that
t
design co
onstraints are
e met, includin
ng specific me
easures to disscourage and
d
preve
ent pedestrian
n access to the pipes.



my and Greg both
b
stated th
hat the cost off the pedestri an option would likely be a
at least double that
Jerem
of the
e culvert option, largely due
e to the cost of
o diverting th e rail traffic o
onto a temporary track during
construction. Seve
eral TAC attendees discus
ssed whether there is an ecconomic justiffication to spe
end
the ad
dditional money.



p
team discussed
d
how
w the design of
o the culvert or pedestrian
n options could play out,
The project
includ
ding a “steppe
ed” cross secttion in the ped
destrian open
ning which wo
ould allow for a raised path
hway
and re
educe the freq
quency of inu
undation unde
er the railroad
d. Eli Cooper mentioned safety/lighting
issues
s through the pedestrian tu
unnel.



he first (March
h 13, 2013) pu
ublic meeting, OHM Adviso
are schematiccs for the two
ors will prepa
For th
option
ns discussed at this meetin
ng, including an
a illustration
n of before/aftter flooding le
evels (in both plan
and cross
c
section views).
v
OHM
M will prepare a 30-minute fformal presen
ntation to covver the key pro
oject
issues
s. OHM will submit
s
a draftt of the materrials to the Citty for review p
prior to the pu
ublic meeting..
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K
Key Discussiion Topics


Greg Kacvinsky su
ummarized the
e efforts made by the proje
ect team betw
ween the seco
ond and third TAC
meetings.



g
discussed how MDO
OT’s response
e to a pedestrrian viaduct sh
hould be docu
umented in th
his
The group
reportt. The report currently pain
nts a negative
e picture of M
MDOT’s flexibility. With an upcoming
meeting between City
C and MDO
OT staff, it was
s agreed thatt the final repo
ort would be h
held back unttil
after the
t City has a chance to co
onfirm MDOT
T’s position.



d
Technica
al Memorandu
um was discussed in detai l. Attendees provided verb
bal commentss on
The draft
the do
ocument, with
h the highlightts listed below
w:
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Include a reference
r
to other
o
funding sources, inclu
uding Brownffields Grants, MDOT / USD
DOT
funding forr pedestrian access,
a
Public
c/Private Parttnerships, and
d more detail on the SAW
Grants.
Make a cle
ear statementt about the ne
eed to design the improvem
ments to prevvent pedestria
an
intrusion while
w
maintain
ning flow capa
acity (most im
mportant for th
he non-pedesttrian alternatives).
Increase th
he proposed wall
w height to
o be 1.0 feet a
above the calcculated 100-yyear high wate
er
elevation at
a the 201 Depot parking lo
ot.
Under Key
y Findings, Ite
em 2, state the
e recurrence interval storm
m associated with the full-p
pipe
flow capac
city of the Alle
en Creek enclosure.
Change the design storrm convention
n from 100-ye
ear, 50-year, e
etc. to 1%, 2%
%, etc.,
respectively.
Make a sta
atement regarding groundw
water levels a
and the poten
ntial for groundwater
contamina
ation for all po
otential areas for undergrou
und utility insttallation. The
e City and the
e
WCWRC will
w provide OHM
O
Advisors with addition
nal information
n on recent groundwater
monitoring
g activities.
Under Key
y Recommend
dations, Item 5, re-word th e LOMR disccussion to elim
minate the
reference to
t “regardless
s of whether the
t recomme nded hydraullic improveme
ents are
implementted”, and assu
ume that the project will be
e implemente
ed.
Peter Allen
n should be contacted. Jerry Hancock w
will attempt to
o arrange a m
meeting or, at a
minimum, to get Mr. Alle
en’s feedback
k on the draftt report.
Include a reference
r
to the culvert/brid
dge length in the descriptio
on of each altternative.
Jeremy He
edden (Bergm
mann) will con
ntact Mike Nearing about th
he unit pricess used in the ccost
estimates prior to finaliz
zing the reporrt (and will forrward the quo
otes on the 3--sided culvertss).
he unit price for
f the 48-inch Depot Stree
et relief sewe
er to account ffor the likeliho
ood of
Increase th
contamina
ated soils and groundwaterr.
Add a refe
erence to the report
r
explain
ning the assum
mption of the use of steel g
girders (as
opposed to
o pre-stressed
d box beams).



ACTIO
ON ITEMS:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Jerry Hanc
cock to contac
ct Peter Allen
n to discuss p
project alterna
atives. OHM A
Advisors can
attend if de
esired.
City / WCW
WRC to provid
de information on groundw
water monitoring in the projject area [Citty
staff prov
vided ground
dwater monitoring report to OHM Adv
visors on Ma
ay 4].
Jeremy He
edden (Bergm
mann) to conta
act Mike Nea ring to discusss unit prices and cost
estimating strategy.
OHM Advisors to prepa
are a revision to the Techn ical Memoran
ndum (based on the comm
ments
at this mee
eting) for the City
C to use to
o present to M
MDOT.
City staff to
o schedule meeting
m
with MDOT
M
to discu
uss pedestria
an access alte
ernatives.
City staff to
o provide feed
dback from MDOT
M
meeting
g so OHM Ad
dvisors can prrovide final drraft of
the Techniical Memoran
ndum.
City staff to
o schedule fin
nal public mee
eting after su bmittal of the
e final draft of the Technica
al
Memorand
dum.

Appendix G
Planning-Level Cost Estimates

Alternative 1
54-inch RCP Culverts (No Pedestrian Access)
Planning-Level Cost Opinions
Owner:

City of Ann Arbor, Michigan

Date:

Project:

Allen Creek Berm Opening Study

Project No.

5/22/2013

Work:

Alternative Analysis

Prepared By:

0028-12-0011
GPK

Reviewer:

Item No.

Item Description

Est. Quantity

Unit

JAH (Bergmann)

Unit Price

Total Cost

1

Mobilization

1

LS

$110,000

2

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control

1

LS

$8,000

$8,000

3

Remove abandoned railroad abutment and associated steel supports

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

4

Inlet Structure - Reinforced Concrete

150

CYD

$500

$75,000

5

Outlet Transition Structure - Reinforced Concrete

150

CYD

$500

$75,000

6

Huron River Outlet Structure

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

7

Safety Rails and Grating (all structures)

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

8

54" Class V RCP - Jack and Bore

LF

$1,500

$675,000

9

Excavation

1,000

CYD

$7.00

$7,000

10

Haul-off and dispose of contaminated soil

1,000

CYD

$20.00

$20,000

11

4' x 8' Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert

200

LF

$1,200

$240,000

12

Restoration and Tree Mitigation (DTE Gas Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

13

Restoration (201 Depot Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

14

8' chain link security fence

730

LF

$25

$18,250

15

Railroad flagging

30

DAYS

$1,250

$37,500

16

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Removal

160

LF

$7

$1,120

17

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Replacement

160

LF

$20

$3,200

18

201 Depot - Asphalt Removal and Replacement

650

SYD

$35

$22,750

19

48" RCP Depot Street Relief Sewer

275

LF

$200

$55,000

20

6' Diam. Storm Manhole

3

EA

$6,000

$18,000

21

7' Diam. Storm Manhole (Depot Street)

1

EA

$10,000

$10,000

SUBTOTAL

$1,526,000

Contingencies

450

25%
SUBTOTAL (w/CONTINGENCIES)

$110,000

$380,000
$1,910,000

PROJECT COSTS
Design and Construction Engineering
Railroad Preliminary Engineering (Amtrak review/coordination fees)

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION
Total Cost without 48" Depot St. Relief Sewer (for BCR Calculation)

15%

$287,000
$15,000

$2,210,000
$2,090,000

Alternative 1a
54-inch RCP Culverts, Open Channel Option (No Pedestrian Access)
Planning-Level Cost Opinions
Owner:

City of Ann Arbor, Michigan

Date:

Project:

Allen Creek Berm Opening Study

Project No.

5/22/2013

Work:

Alternative Analysis

Prepared By:

0028-12-0011
GPK

Reviewer:

Item No.

Item Description

Est. Quantity

Unit

JAH (Bergmann)

Unit Price

Total Cost

1

Mobilization

1

LS

$100,000

2

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control

1

LS

$8,000

$8,000

3

Remove abandoned railroad abutment and associated steel supports

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

4

Inlet Structure - Reinforced Concrete

150

CYD

$500

$75,000

5

Outlet Structure w/Baffles

100

CYD

$500

$50,000

6

Safety Rails and Grating (all structures)

LS

$40,000

$40,000

7

54" Class V RCP - Jack and Bore

LF

$1,500

$675,000

8

Excavation for outlet channel

2,500

CYD

$7.00

$17,500

9

18-inch compacted clay liner

1,500

SYD

$10.00

$15,000

10

Topsoil, finish grading and restoration - outlet channel

1,500

SYD

$15.00

$22,500

11

Haul-off and dispose of contaminated soil

2,500

CYD

$20.00

$50,000

12

Restoration and Tree Mitigation (DTE Gas Site)

1

LS

$14,000

$14,000

13

Restoration (201 Depot Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

14

8' chain link security fence

$25

$18,250

15

Railroad flagging

$1,250

$37,500

16

1
450

$100,000

730

LF

30

DAYS

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Removal

160

LF

$7

$1,120

17

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Replacement

160

LF

$20

$3,200

18

201 Depot - Asphalt Removal and Replacement

650

SYD

$35

$22,750

19

48" RCP Depot Street Relief Sewer

275

LF

$200

$55,000

20

6' Diam. Storm Manhole

3

EA

$6,000

$18,000

21

7' Diam. Storm Manhole (Depot Street)

1

EA

$10,000

$10,000

SUBTOTAL

$1,273,000

Contingencies

25%
SUBTOTAL (w/CONTINGENCIES)

$320,000
$1,600,000

PROJECT COSTS
Design and Construction Engineering
Railroad Preliminary Engineering (Amtrak review/coordination fees)

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION
Total Cost without 48" Depot St. Relief Sewer (for BCR Calculation)

15%

$240,000
$15,000

$1,860,000
$1,730,000

Alternative 2
At-Grade 48-inch RCP Culverts (No Pedestrian Access)
Planning-Level Cost Opinions
Owner:

City of Ann Arbor, Michigan

Date:

Project:

Allen Creek Berm Opening Study

Project No.

5/22/2013

Work:

Alternative Analysis

Prepared By:

0028-12-0011
GPK

Reviewer:

Item No.

Item Description

Est. Quantity

Unit

JAH (Bergmann)

Unit Price

Total Cost

1

Mobilization

1

LS

$120,000

2

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

3

Remove existing retaining wall along north side of 201 Depot parking lot

270

LF

$75

$20,250

4

Outlet Transition Structure - Reinforced Concrete

200

CYD

$500

$100,000

5

Huron River Outlet Structure

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

6

Safety Rails and Grating (all structures)

1

LS

$35,000

$35,000

7

48" Class V RCP - Jack and Bore

LF

$1,300

$819,000

8

Excavation

2,000

CYD

$7.00

$14,000

9

Haul-off and dispose of contaminated soil

2,000

CYD

$20.00

$40,000

10

4' x 8' Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert

320

LF

$1,200

$384,000

11

Restoration and Tree Mitigation (DTE Gas Site)

1

LS

$12,000

$12,000

12

Restoration (201 Depot Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

13

8' chain link security fence

$25

$18,250

14

Railroad flagging

$1,250

$43,750

15

630

$120,000

730

LF

35

DAYS

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Removal

140

LF

$7

$980

16

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Replacement

140

LF

$20

$2,800

17

201 Depot - Asphalt Removal and Replacement

600

SYD

$35

$21,000

18

48" RCP Depot Street Relief Sewer

275

LF

$200

$55,000

19

6' Diam. Storm Manhole

3

EA

$6,000

$18,000

20

7' Diam. Storm Manhole (Depot Street)

1

EA

$10,000

$10,000

SUBTOTAL

$1,785,000

Contingencies

25%
SUBTOTAL (w/CONTINGENCIES)

$450,000
$2,240,000

PROJECT COSTS
Design and Construction Engineering
Railroad Preliminary Engineering (Amtrak review/coordination fees)

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION
Total Cost without 48" Depot St. Relief Sewer (for BCR Calculation)

15%

$336,000
$15,000

$2,590,000
$2,460,000

Alternative 2a
At-Grade 48-inch RCP Culverts, Open Channel Option (No Pedestrian Access)
Planning-Level Cost Opinions
Owner:

City of Ann Arbor, Michigan

Date:

Project:

Allen Creek Berm Opening Study

Project No.

5/22/2013

Work:

Alternative Analysis

Prepared By:

0028-12-0011
GPK

Reviewer:

Item No.

Item Description

Est. Quantity

Unit

JAH (Bergmann)

Unit Price

Total Cost

1

Mobilization

1

LS

$100,000

2

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

3

Remove existing retaining wall along north side of 201 Depot parking lot

270

LF

$75

$20,250

4

Outlet Structure w/Baffles

125

CYD

5

Safety Rails and Grating (all structures)

6

48" Class V RCP - Jack and Bore

7

Excavation for outlet channel

5,000

8

18-inch compacted clay liner

3,000

1
630

$100,000

$500

$62,500

LS

$25,000

$25,000

LF

$1,300

$819,000

CYD

$7.00

$35,000

SYD

$10.00

$30,000

9

Topsoil, finish grading and restoration - outlet channel

3,000

SYD

$15.00

$45,000

10

Haul-off and dispose of contaminated soil

5,000

CYD

$20.00

$100,000

11

Restoration and Tree Mitigation (DTE Gas Site)

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

12

Restoration (201 Depot Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

13

8' chain link security fence

$25

$18,250

14

Railroad flagging

$1,250

$43,750

15

730

LF

35

DAYS

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Removal

140

LF

$7

$980

16

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Replacement

140

LF

$20

$2,800

17

201 Depot - Asphalt Removal and Replacement

600

SYD

$35

$21,000

18

48" RCP Depot Street Relief Sewer

275

LF

$200

$55,000

19

6' Diam. Storm Manhole

3

EA

$6,000

$18,000

20

7' Diam. Storm Manhole (Depot Street)

1

EA

$10,000

$10,000

SUBTOTAL

$1,442,000

Contingencies

25%
SUBTOTAL (w/CONTINGENCIES)

$360,000
$1,810,000

PROJECT COSTS
Design and Construction Engineering
Railroad Preliminary Engineering (Amtrak review/coordination fees)

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION
Total Cost without 48" Depot St. Relief Sewer (for BCR Calculation)

15%

$272,000
$15,000

$2,100,000
$1,970,000

Alternative 3
Flood Control Culvert w/Pedestrian Access
Planning-Level Cost Opinions
Owner:

City of Ann Arbor, Michigan

Date:

Project:

Allen Creek Berm Opening Study

Project No.

5/22/2013

Work:

Alternative Analysis

Prepared By:

0028-12-0011
GPK

Reviewer:

Item No.

Item Description

Est. Quantity

Unit

JAH (Bergmann)

Unit Price

Total Cost

1

Mobilization

1

LS

$125,000

2

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

3

Remove existing retaining wall along north side of 201 Depot parking lot

270

LF

$50

$13,500

4

Bike/Ped Sidewalk and Ramp (south side of railroad to 5th/Depot int.)

5

Retaining walls and flood wall to accommodate bike/ped path

6
7
8

Safety Rails and Grating (all structures)

9

Structural Backfill for Culverts

1,600

CYD

$14

$22,400

10

Excavation for Culvert Foundation

3,000

CYD

$9

$27,000

11

Pre-cast 3-sided culvert, 20' x 8'

60

LF

$1,400

$84,000

12

Pre-cast 3-sided culvert, 14' x 11'

60

LF

$1,100

$66,000

13

Steel Sheet Piling, Temporary

1,320

SF

$60

$79,200

14

Pile, CIP Concrete, Furnished and Driven, 16-inch

3,600

LF

$60

$216,000

15

Substructure, Concrete

16

Temporary Shoofly, including embankment

17

Temporary Shoofly Bridge over Allen Creek Outlet

18

Railroad Track Work

19

6,200

$6

$37,200

200

CYD

$500

$100,000

Inlet Structure for flood conveyance culvert - Reinforced Concrete

100

CYD

$500

$50,000

8' decorative security fence (b/w sidewalk and railroad)

580

LF

$75

$43,500

LS

$50,000

$50,000

1

90

SF

$125,000

CYD

$450

$40,500

1,770

LF

$250

$442,500
$150,000

1

LS

$150,000

280

LF

$220

$61,600

Fiber Optic Relocation (assume two moves)

1

LS

$400,000

$400,000

20

Security Lighting for Pedestrian Underpass

1

LS

$25,000

$25,000

21

Trench Drain and Outlet for Pedestrian Underpass

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

22

Excavation for outlet channel

5,000

CYD

$7.00

$35,000

23

18-inch compacted clay liner

3,000

SYD

$10.00

$30,000

24

Topsoil, finish grading and restoration - outlet channel

3,000

SYD

$15.00

$45,000

25

Haul-off and dispose of contaminated soil

5,000

CYD

$20.00

$100,000

26

Restoration and Tree Mitigation (DTE Gas Site)

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

27

Restoration (201 Depot Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

28

8' chain link security fence (north side of railroad)

730

LF

29

Railroad flagging

144

DAYS

30

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Removal

160

LF

$7

$1,120

31

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Replacement

160

LF

$20

$3,200

32

201 Depot - Asphalt Removal and Replacement

650

SYD

$35

$22,750

33

48" RCP Depot Street Relief Sewer

285

LF

$200

$57,000

34

6' Diam. Storm Manhole

1

EA

$6,000

$6,000

35

7' Diam. Storm Manhole (Depot Street and parking lot)

2

EA

$10,000

$20,000

SUBTOTAL

$2,607,000

Contingencies

$25

$18,250

$1,250

$180,000

25%
SUBTOTAL (w/CONTINGENCIES)

$650,000
$3,260,000

PROJECT COSTS
Design and Construction Engineering

15%

$489,000

Railroad Preliminary Engineering (Amtrak review/coordination fees)

$50,000

Rail Communication Line Relocation

$60,000

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION
Total Cost without 48" Depot St. Relief Sewer (for BCR Calculation)

$3,860,000
$3,740,000

Alternative 4
Trestle Bridge Option - Flood Control w/Pedestrian Access
Planning-Level Cost Opinions
Owner:

City of Ann Arbor, Michigan

Date:

Project:

Allen Creek Berm Opening Study

Project No.

5/22/2013

Work:

Alternative Analysis

Prepared By:

0028-12-0011
GPK

Reviewer:

Item No.

Item Description

Est. Quantity

Unit

JAH (Bergmann)

Unit Price

Total Cost

1

Mobilization

1

LS

$175,000

2

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

3

Remove existing retaining wall along north side of 201 Depot parking lot

300

LF

$50

$15,000

4

Bike/Ped Sidewalk and Ramp (south side of railroad to 5th/Depot int.)

5

Retaining walls and flood wall to accommodate bike/ped path

200

6

Retaining wall/weir upstream of trestle bridge

120

CYD

$500

$60,000

7

Flood protection wall (path isolation) downstream of bridge

50

CYD

$500

$25,000

8

8' decorative security fence (b/w sidewalk and railroad)

580

LF

$75

$43,500

9

Structural Backfill for Bridge

700

CYD

$14

$9,800

10

Excavation for Bridge Foundation

3,000

CYD

$9

$27,000

11

Steel Sheet Piling, Temporary

1,320

SF

$60

$79,200

12

Pile, CIP Concrete, Furnished and Driven, 16-inch

2,700

LF

$60

$162,000

13

Substructure, Concrete

230

CYD

$450

$103,500

14

Superstructure, Concrete

152

CYD

$500

$76,000

15

Structural Steel, Mixed, Erect

LB

$2.25

$798,750

16

Temporary Shoofly, including embankment

17

Temporary Shoofly Bridge over Allen Creek Outlet

18

Railroad Track Work

19

Fiber Optic Relocation (assume two moves)

20

Security Lighting for Pedestrian Underpass

21

Excavation for outlet channel

5,000

CYD

$7.00

$35,000

22

18-inch compacted clay liner

3,000

SYD

$10.00

$30,000

23

Topsoil, finish grading and restoration - outlet channel

3,000

SYD

$15.00

$45,000

24

Haul-off and dispose of contaminated soil

5,000

CYD

$20.00

$100,000

25

Restoration and Tree Mitigation (DTE Gas Site)

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

26

Restoration (201 Depot Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

27

8' chain link security fence (north side of railroad)

730

LF

28

Railroad flagging

144

DAYS

29

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Removal

160

LF

$7

$1,120

30

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Replacement

160

LF

$20

$3,200

31

201 Depot - Asphalt Removal and Replacement

650

SYD

$35

$22,750

32

48" RCP Depot Street Relief Sewer

285

LF

$200

$57,000

33

6' Diam. Storm Manhole

1

EA

$6,000

$6,000

34

7' Diam. Storm Manhole (Depot Street and parking lot)

2

EA

$10,000

$20,000

SUBTOTAL

$3,361,000

Contingencies

6,200

355,000

SF
CYD

$175,000

$6

$37,200

$500

$100,000

1,800

LF

$250

$450,000

1

LS

$150,000

$150,000

295

LF

$220

$64,900

1

LS

$400,000

$400,000

LS

$25,000

$25,000

1

$25

$18,250

$1,250

$180,000

25%
SUBTOTAL (w/CONTINGENCIES)

$840,000
$4,210,000

PROJECT COSTS
Design and Construction Engineering

15%

$632,000

Railroad Preliminary Engineering (Amtrak review/coordination fees)

$50,000

Rail Communication Line Relocation

$60,000

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION
Total Cost without 48" Depot St. Relief Sewer (for BCR Calculation)

$4,950,000
$4,820,000

Preferred Alternative
Flood Control Culvert w/Pedestrian Access
Planning-Level Cost Opinions
Owner:
Project:
Work:

City of Ann Arbor, Michigan
Allen Creek Berm Opening Study
Alternative Analysis

Item No.

Date:
10/18/2013
Project No.
0028-12-0011
Prepared By:
GPK
Reviewer:
JAH (Bergmann)

Est.
Quantity

Item Description

Unit

Unit Price

Costs
Attributable to
Flood Control

Costs NOT
Attributable
to Flood
Control

1

Mobilization

1

LS

$125,000

$93,750

$31,250

2

Soil Erosion & Sediment Control

1

LS

$15,000

$11,250

$3,750

3

Remove existing retaining wall along north side of 201 Depot parking lot

270

LF

$50

$13,500

$0

4

Remove abandoned railroad abutment and associated steel supports

1

LS

$40,000

$0

$40,000

5

Bike/Ped Sidewalk and Ramp (south side of railroad to N. Main)

6

Retaining walls and flood wall to accommodate bike/ped path

7
8

3,300

$6

$0

$19,800

220

CYD

$500

$0

$110,000

Inlet Structure for flood conveyance culvert - Reinforced Concrete

100

CYD

$500

$50,000

$0

8' decorative security fence (b/w sidewalk and railroad)

580

LF

$75

$0

$43,500

LS

$25,000

1

SF

9

Safety Rails and Grating (all structures)

$50,000

$25,000

10

Structural Backfill for Culverts

1,600

CYD

$14

$14,941

$7,459

11

Excavation for Culvert Foundation

3,000

CYD

$9

$18,009

$8,991

12

Pre-cast 3-sided culvert, 20' x 8'

60

LF

$1,400

$84,000

$0

13

Pre-cast 3-sided culvert, 14' x 11'

60

LF

$1,100

$0

$66,000

14

Steel Sheet Piling, Temporary

1,320

SF

$60

$52,826

$26,374

15

Pile, CIP Concrete, Furnished and Driven, 16-inch

3,600

LF

$60

$144,072

$71,928

16

Substructure, Concrete

17

Temporary Shoofly, including embankment

18

Temporary Shoofly Bridge over Allen Creek Outlet

19

Railroad Track Work

20

CYD

$450

$27,014

$13,487

1,770

90

LF

$250

$442,500

$0

1

LS

$150,000

$150,000

$0

280

LF

$220

$61,600

$0

Fiber Optic Relocation (assume two moves)

1

LS

$400,000

$400,000

$0

21

Security Lighting for Pedestrian Underpass

1

LS

$25,000

$0

$25,000

22

Trench Drain and Outlet for Pedestrian Underpass

1

LS

$15,000

$0

$15,000

23

Excavation for outlet channel

5,000

CYD

$7.00

$35,000

$0

24

18-inch compacted clay liner

3,000

SYD

$10.00

$30,000

$0

25

Topsoil, finish grading and restoration - outlet channel

3,000

SYD

$15.00

$45,000

$0

26

Haul-off and dispose of contaminated soil

5,000

CYD

$20.00

$100,000

$0

27

Restoration and Tree Mitigation (DTE Gas Site)

1

LS

$15,000

$15,000

$0

28

Restoration (201 Depot Site)

1

LS

$10,000

$5,000

$5,000

29

8' chain link security fence (north side of railroad)

30

Railroad flagging

144

DAYS

31

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Removal

160

32

201 Depot - Concrete Curb Replacement

33
34
35

1,600

$25

$20,000

$20,000

$1,250

$180,000

$0

LF

$7

$1,120

$0

160

LF

$20

$3,200

$0

201 Depot - Asphalt Removal and Replacement

650

SYD

$35

$11,375

$11,375

48" RCP Depot Street Relief Sewer

285

LF

$200

$0

$57,000

6' Diam. Storm Manhole

1

EA

$6,000

$0

$6,000

36

7' Diam. Storm Manhole (Depot Street and parking lot)

2

EA

$10,000

$0

$20,000

37

Property/Easement Acquisition (assume $25,000 / parking spot lost)

10

EA

$25,000

$0

$250,000

SUBTOTAL

$2,035,000

$877,000

$510,000

$220,000

$2,550,000

$1,100,000

Contingencies

LF

25%
SUBTOTAL (w/CONTINGENCIES)

PROJECT COSTS
Design and Construction Engineering

$383,000

$165,000

Railroad Preliminary Engineering (Amtrak review/coordination fees)

15%

$50,000

$0

Rail Communication Line Relocation

$60,000

$0

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION (FLOOD CONTROL COMPONENTS ONLY)

$3,040,000

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION (COSTS NOT ATTRIBUTABLE TO FLOOD CONTROL)

$1,265,000

TOTAL PLANNING-LEVEL COST OPINION (TOTAL PROJECT)

$4,305,000

